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PRESS NOTES

The iconic intro of “We Will Rock You,” the soaring chorus of “We Are the
Champions,” the mesmerizing operatics of “Bohemian Rhapsody”...
Who isn’t moved to sing along when they hear these anthems? Who can’t fail to
stamp their feet at such heart-stirring beats? Who can forget that moment the Live
Aid concert of 1985 suddenly moved into fifth gear when Freddie Mercury strutted
onto the stage and sent the crowd into frenzies of communal singing?
It’s been over 25 years since the death of lead singer and flamboyant front Freddie
Mercury, yet the music lives on. Freddie redefined and transcended stereotypes,
just as Queen’s music refuses to be slotted into any traditional genre. Perhaps
that’s why the band is such a cross-generational, multicultural and global
phenomenon.
Now, Emmy®-winner Rami Malek (Mr. Robot) dons the skintight catsuit and grabs
that microphone stick to take on the role of the king of pop rock in Bohemian
Rhapsody, a foot-stomping celebration of Queen’s music and lead singer Freddie
Mercury’s extraordinary life.
Starring alongside Malek is Lucy Boynton (Murder on the Orient Express) as Mary
Austin, Gwilym Lee (Jamestown) as guitarist Brian May; Ben Hardy (The Women in
White) as drummer Roger Taylor; Joe Mazzello (Jurassic Park) as bass guitarist John
“Deacy” Deacon; Aidan Gillen (Game of Thrones) as Queen’s first manager John
Reid; Tom Hollander (The Night Manager) as the group’s lawyer-turned-manager
Jim “Miami” Beach; Allen Leech (Downton Abbey) as Paul Prenter, who started off
as Reid’s assistant and became Freddie Mercury’s personal manager; Aaron
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McCusker (Shameless) as Freddie’s longtime boyfriend Jim Hutton; and Mike
Myers (Austin Powers) as EMI Records’ Ray Foster.
Anthony McCarten (Darkest Hour, The Theory of Everything) wrote the screenplay,
from a story by McCarten and Peter Morgan (The Crown, The Queen). The film is
produced by Graham King (The Departed, The Aviator) and Jim Beach (The Krays,
The Hotel New Hampshire) and directed by Bryan Singer (X-Men, Superman
Returns). Arnon Milchan (The Revenant, Gone Girl), Denis O’Sullivan (Tomb Raider,
World War Z), Justin Haythe (Red Sparrow, Snitch), Dexter Fletcher (Eddie the
Eagle, Wild Bill) and Jane Rosenthal (The Wizard of Lies, About a Boy) are
executive producers.
ABOUT THE PRODUCTION
Producer Graham King was persuaded to buy the rights to the story of Freddie Mercury and the
band Queen by award-winning writer Peter Morgan. I was shooting the film Hugo, and Peter
called me and asked me if I liked the band Queen,’ he recalls. “I said, yes, I love Queen! And he
told me he was writing this script on spec and that no one had the rights to their story and that I
should think about getting involved.”
King knew something about Freddie’s life from having grown up in London in the 1970s and
1980s and after a long phone conversation with Jim Beach, Queen‘s lawyer, King was introduced
to Queen founders, guitarist Brian May and drummer Roger Taylor, and the deal was sealed. ‘’
As King expected, May and Taylor were apprehensive at first about the project, but King‘s track
record as the man who produced award-winning films about such notable figures as Howard
Hughes with The Aviator and Muhammad Ali with Ali, as well as former CIA officer Tony Mendez
with Argo, went a good way to assuage their anxieties. “I come from an area of big Hollywood
films, and I thought the story deserved to be told on that level,” says King. “The film is a
celebration of the music as well as carrying on the legacy of Queen and Freddie and showing a
whole new generation who Freddie was--his background in Zanzibar, his coming to London as an
immigrant, the prejudice he dealt with growing up, his shyness and insecurities about his looks,
how he battled on so many different fronts, his brilliance as a songwriter and musician, how he
found another family in the band, his reinvention as a larger-than-life performer, while always
remaining someone everyone loved who could get away with some very outrageous behavior--all
framed by the creation of a sound that was innovative and groundbreaking for the time. The
period from 1970 to1985 felt like the most important part of Freddie's and the band’s life story,
and it ends with the triumph of Live Aid.”
May and Taylor were part of the team throughout the entire creative process, just as King wanted
it, and their involvement ensured the film remained true to history. “The film is telling their life
stories, and no one knows it better than them,” he says. “You can read as many books and
magazine articles and watch as many videos and interviews, but when you can actually sit with the
guys who can take you through the history, who can tell you anecdotes about Freddie that you’d
never find out today, that meant the world to me. We all felt that we shouldn’t make the film
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unless everything was right--story, cast--everything else had to fall into place. The bottom line for
me is for everyone involved to be proud of the storytelling, to be proud of a movie about their life
stories that's going to be shown around the world.”
The project went through several incarnations until it finally reached the screen, and May and
Taylor were impressed by King‘s tenacity and commitment. “Graham King is a wonderful producer
who has been with us all along the way,” says May. “There were moments when Roger and I
thought it was never going to happen. So the fact that Graham has managed to pull it together
with such a great team and cast is very exciting.”
It’s not surprising that Freddie Mercury still holds a special place in Brian May‘s heart. “There’s too
many memories of Freddie,” he recalls fondly. “I remember that wicked smile and sparkle in his
eye. And he would say something totally inappropriate and wicked. But he was just funny and
nice, and he didn't have a bad bone in his body. He did have quite a quick temper, though, and
he would react, but underneath that he was very shy, and if there was a confrontation, he would
deal with it, and then he didn't want to know. I remember the great warmth Freddy had and how
he wouldn't waste any time on anything. He was always focused, he always knew what he wanted
to get out of a situation. And that's a good lesson to learn rather than trying to please everybody
else in a particular situation.”
King is also proud that the film succeeds in showing how the music came together. “How does a
band create their music? That’s a really difficult thing to show on screen,“ he says. “The audience
is going to really enjoy seeing that. It's not just Freddie's story, it’s also the story of how they
created the sound. How did they invent ‘Bohemian Rhapsody,’ which was completely panned
when it came out?”
One of the scenes that May was particularly pleased to see included was the band‘s first
appearance on legendary BBC-TV program Top of the Pops in 1974 featuring “Killer Queen,”
which propelled the band to international stardom, despite or perhaps because of Freddie’s
outrageously suggestive performance and even more suggestive skintight outfit.
“Another band cancelled at the last minute, and we were suddenly in,“ says May. “But it was very
strange for us because BBC policy then was that nobody played live, you played to track, and the
singer lip-synced. It never felt comfortable for us because we were very much a live act. But it
made us decide to make the video for ‘Bohemian Rhapsody,’ because we knew we would look
ridiculous standing on the stage miming to that. Because the track got to number one and stayed
there for six weeks, Top of the Pops played the video for six weeks. We didn't realize that it was
going to go all around the world and have the same effect. In Australia for example, where we
hadn't made much of a mark, it was enormous. That video really turned us into stars.”
The film begins and ends with Queen’s iconic Live Aid performance. Live Aid was one of the most
important cultural events of the 1980s, bringing together the world’s biggest superstars in a
benefit concert on two stages, Wembley Stadium in London and the John F Kennedy Stadium in
Philadelphia, on July 13, 1985. Organized by Bob Geldof and Midge Ure to raise funds for those
affected by the famine in Ethiopia, the concert was one of the largest satellite link-ups and TV
broadcasts of all time, watched by an audience totaling 1.9 billion in 150 countries around the
world.
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The decision to bookend the story with that incredible live performance made perfect sense to
King and the team. The concert came at a pivotal moment as it brought the band back together
after Mercury’s move to Germany, where he recorded two solo albums. It also came at a time
when Mercury was at his lowest ebb, under the influence of Paul Prenter, surrounded by hangerson who were exploiting Mercury’s generosity, and falling dangerously into a spiral of drug and
alcohol abuse.
Queen‘s performance was a shot in the arm for the Live Aid organizers. “People were watching in
the UK, but they weren't calling in to pledge money, which was what the whole concert was
about,” says King. “Freddie came on and did a set that the band had rehearsed for three weeks,
so it was a perfect 20-minute set, and he brought everyone together. He made them realize what
the event was all about.”
King believes Mercury’s multi-cultural background went some way to explaining why this
happened. “I think Freddie was somebody who brought people together, no matter your race,
your sexuality, your nationality; people joined together when Freddie came on stage. It was a
moment that gave you the chills. When Freddie told people to phone in, people listened and
started phoning in. Queen got the largest single donation, around £1million, which in those days
was huge!”
Everyone has their own personal memories of the day, but it had a special significance for those
who performed there, especially Brian May. “I can remember the rush, everything's fast and it's
exciting,” he recalls. “Because it was a one-off and kind of terrifying in a very nice way. Like every
gig, there was that great relief coming off the stage. You're just glad nothing terrible happened,
there were no train wrecks, and you've kind of acquitted yourself well. It was a great feeling, and I
remember Bob Geldof was very pleased. It's a great memory because everyone brushed their
egos aside and supported and encouraged each other.”

CASTING THE FILM

Finding the right actors to take on the roles was a daunting experience, particularly when it came
to casting Freddie Mercury. The role is challenging. Not only did the actor have to be able to
convey Mercury’s emotional complexity, but, given the film’s many recreations of Queen’s live
performances, he also had to understand about movement and dance, which were so important
to Mercury’s stage persona.
Graham King describes the emotional journey Mercury went through during his life: “Freddie was
a guy who didn't stand for anything. He was a fighter. It wasn’t easy being an immigrant in the UK
in those days. He didn’t become a star immediately, he wasn’t an overnight success. He became
one by fighting, by not accepting ‘no,’ by not being negative and by always fighting back from
the knocks with something bigger and better. That’s what Queen managed to do so well in their
music. Every time you thought you'd heard the best of Queen, a song would come along and
blow your mind.”
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Rami Malek, the Emmy®-winning, Los Angeles-born star of TV’s Mr. Robot, was the actor who
King and the filmmakers chose to step into Mercury’s shoes. Malek loved the music and was
thrilled about having the chance to find out more about this musical icon. “I knew that Queen was
massive and Freddie Mercury was an icon and a hero to so many,” says Malek. “But I don't think I
completely understood just how important he is to so many people across the world. Queen’s fan
base is massive. I was always a fan of Queen and Freddie Mercury, but it was only when I started
researching the band that I realized they began in the 1970s, when they all had long hair and
black fingernails and wore outrageous outfits. I think most people identify Freddie as this crophaired, mustachioed, tank top wearing, muscular man who had a ton of bravado and machismo. It
was astonishing to get to know the many versions and the very sweet side of him as well.”
Malek’s initial trepidation over taking on such an iconic role soon subsided.
“When you set out to play Freddie Mercury, you think, how am I ever going to fill those shoes?”
he says. “I just attacked it as I would any other role. So I stripped out his achievements in terms of
his performing--his ability to rule the stage, his singing, his piano playing--and found a very
complicated man at the center, who was trying to discover his identity. That was something I knew
how to tackle. If I could start there I would be able to have the initial building blocks that get you
the confidence to do all those other things.
“One thing about Freddie Mercury that's absolutely undeniable is his magnetism,” continues
Malek. “When he was on stage, holding that half mic, or sitting at the piano, he feels capable of
anything. What was magical about him was the exchange with everyone in the audience where
everyone was allowed to feel the same thing--he could reach you as if you're the only person in
the room--and it's that exchange that makes him one of the most unique and remarkable and
revolutionary artists of our time or any time.”
Graham King concurs: “No one could command an audience like Freddie could. He knew how to
play to the guy in the back of the stadium. He thought about the outcasts. He thought about
people getting bullied in the world. He thought about the guy that can't afford to be here. And
he gave what he got from his roots. I don't think he ever lost the roots of where Freddie Mercury
came from and what it meant to him. And I think the songs he created was a part of Freddie's
persona that ‘yes, I might be the singer, but we can all sing along. We can all love each other. We
can all try and find a place to get along in this world.’ And I think that meant so much to him.”
For Malek, one of the biggest themes of the film is the sense of family and how family protects
and cherishes. When Paul Prenter is hired as an assistant to the band‘s manager John Reid, the
band, Mercury’s de facto family, is torn apart. Prenter inveigles himself into Mercury’s confidence
and encourages him to indulge his hedonism. He also convinces Mercury to leave the band and
strike out on his own in Germany. “The band sees Paul as being cunning and conniving,“ says
Malek. “He leads Freddie down a path that became very dark--the parties, the clubs, the drugs,
the alcohol. It takes a visit from Mary Austin, the person closest to him, for him to realize that the
people he knows in Munich aren’t real family and don’t have his interests at heart. It’s his
realization that he’s lost a part of himself and that he’s lost the band that is ultimately his moment
of reckoning. He realizes how much he depends on these other guys in this band and on her. “
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Malek was very grateful that Brian May and Roger Taylor were so involved in the film. “Having
Brian and Roger involved was crucial,“ he says. “No one knows their story and this band more
than the two of them, so their insight was invaluable. It was also a terrific boost to our confidence
just having them there cheering us on. Knowing that they were there and watching raised our
game. It’s very difficult putting your story in the hands of strangers, but we really got to know
them, and there was this trust level where we did not want to let them down.”
When it came to preparing for the live concert scenes, Malek took an unusual approach. “I knew I
was going to have to sing, to do a British accent, to move all over the stage, and I knew I needed
a movement coach,” he says. “I met Polly Bennett, and we immediately hit it off.”
As movement coach, Bennett helped the actor identify and interpret how Freddie Mercury
moved. “Movement isn't just the performance,” explains Bennett. “It's everything the character is
and has ever been.”
Bennett began by looking into Freddie Mercury's heritage, specifically what she dubs his
movement heritage, where his every memory of how a song was performed would influence the
way he performed it himself.
“Rami and I went through that process with all of the songs to think about what happened to
Freddie before a particular moment, meaning his physicality would be a certain way. We traced all
the events that happened to him from the 1950s to 1985 when the film ends to see how they
would impact on his physicality.”
Bennett cites Freddie‘s being a boxer, golfer and long-distance runner during his childhood as
affecting his movement later in life. “You can see the punches in his performances, you can see
how he lifts up his knees when he runs and how he sometimes uses the microphone as a golf club.
These are all evidence of his physical muscle memory. In addition, he was brought up in Zanzibar
with its specific culture, and this shows in his use of embellishment and colors in his clothes. We
also noticed the little tricks he did to cover his teeth, especially in the early years, and how he
loses that as he gets older and more confident, singing with a much wider mouth and smiling on
stage.“
Their research also highlighted Freddie’s love of Liza Minnelli and the film Cabaret, his interest in
the work of the film’s director/choreographer Bob Fosse and his admiration for opera and its
glamorous divas as well as his contemporaries Mick Jagger and David Bowie. “Rami and I worked
on giving a little bit of a Bowie shape here or a Liza Minnelli hand movement there in his
performances in the early ‘70s which then disappeared as he started to embrace his
homosexuality. You have to remember that homosexuality was only decriminalized when he was
20, and it would have had a huge effect on his sense of space and his attitude with other people.
But as he writes more songs and becomes famous, he becomes bolder.”
The Live Aid scenes presented their own challenges for Bennett, especially because they came
right at the start of the shoot. “Freddie performed in front of that huge audience,” she recalls, “so
I had to get Rami to a place where he could be nimble and agile and in the moment. We started
working on ‘Radio Ga Ga,’ and he had everything down in about three hours--every eye look,
every turn, every flick of the microphone. From there, he picked it up very quickly, and it became
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completely fluid and organic and spontaneous, so he filled the stadium and addressed everyone
in it. The real challenge for him was finding the stamina to carry on.”
One of the most fun scenes for Bennett was the “Killer Queen” performance on Top of the Pops.
“Freddie is very flamboyant there,” she says. “It’s fur coats, nail varnish, rings, adornments and
long hair. He's quite thin and wily and has an elegance of poise and posing. Rami is completely
opposite to that, so he really enjoyed exploring that arena. Freddie also didn‘t have the pressure
of singing it live because it was mimed to a playback, so he can overact.”
The collaboration with Bennett proved indispensable to Malek. As the actor explains: “We didn’t
want an impersonation of Freddie, but rather to understand why he did what he did. So looking at
all those performers and films and choreographers who influenced him was incredibly useful in
getting to the heart of how he moved and performed.”
The culmination of their hard work was the Live Aid scenes. “Stepping out onto that stage for the
Live Aid scenes was the most remarkable feeling,” says Malek. “Even though there wasn’t an
audience there, it was completely nerve-wracking. But also invigorating. I mean, they had
recreated that stage perfectly, so you got the feeling that it's the real deal.”
Says Graham King: “We didn't want an impersonation of Freddie. We wanted Rami to bring
something of his own to it, but we also wanted to keep the Freddie movements that are so iconic.
Polly had a great blend of that. She did it so well. She and Rami worked so hard together in
creating the character. Rami has done an incredible job. I'd seen Mr. Robot, so I knew he could
deliver, but the pressure to play such an iconic figure was still very high. We're talking about a
band that has millions of fans out there that have been anticipating this film. Can we please the
Queen fans, the diehard Queen fans? Rami’s unbelievable. I can proudly say it's one of the best
performances I've seen for a very, very long time.”
Aidan Gillen, who plays John Reid, also only has praise for Rami Malek. “What Rami did was
something extraordinary,” he says. “It's a detailed, passionate, risky, uncanny performance.”
“Rami is extraordinary,” concurs Gwilym Lee who plays Brian May. “He's in pretty much every
scene of the film, and he worked so hard. Freddie was loved by millions, and there is a weight of
responsibility that comes with that. Rami really embodied his passion and his energy, and he
found a real tenderness and humanity to this character that I don't think many people know. For
the concert scenes, Rami had to learn everything Freddie did and then forget it to make it come
across as though it's spontaneous and in-the-moment, and he's done it brilliantly.”
Casting director Susie Figgis brought together the rest of the cast. Says Graham King: “We didn’t
want big names, we wanted great actors who could transform themselves. If the audience doesn’t
buy into the characters in the first 20 minutes, you’ve lost them. That was the challenge.” Jim
Beach adds, ‘’Susie did an incredible job and it’s fitting for us though sad for the industry that she
decided that Bohemian Rhapsody would be her last film.”
Lucy Boynton, who most recently appeared in the films Sing Street and Murder on the Orient
Express, plays Mary Austin, the love of Freddie’s life who remained a true friend even after their
romantic relationship ended.
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“I think Mary immediately sees something in Freddie that's slightly different from all the other
guys she knows,“ says Boynton. “There’s a light that emanates from him, and there's a moment
where she catches him looking at himself in the mirror. It’s a really beautiful moment, as we see a
person trying to assess themselves, trying on all different ‘selves'. That’s what draws Mary in, and
when they play with the makeup and the scarves, she recognizes what a chameleon he is. That’s
the most exciting thing to her.”
For Malek, Mary was “the closest person to Freddie in his life. She was someone he could
implicitly trust and rely on. There was a love and a bond between them that was unmistakable and
undeniable. He referred to her as his common law wife. Mary allowed him the confidence and the
courage to be exactly who he knew he could be. And that's what true friends do. I think they
allow you to feel confident in your own skin, to find that confidence and to share it with others.”
It was the script that drew Boynton to the film. “I really loved it, and it surprised me because it
was very much a celebration of Queen and everything that they created and a celebration of
Freddie,” she says. “You can tell that it was written by people who really love him. It was a really
beautiful exploration into his beautiful existence.”
Boynton was seduced also by the relationship between Freddie and Mary. “The dynamic that they
had throughout their entire lives really spoke to me,” she says. “Although it starts as a romantic
relationship, it is something so much deeper and so important to both of them. She was his
closest ally and he hers until the very end of his life. Conveying their mutual understanding was
the most important thing for me--that very pure and clear way they saw each other, especially at a
time which was more judgmental than now. Freddie really broke out of the box he was put into,
and to see how they accepted each other in the purest form was really beautiful.”
Boynton also responded to the underlying spirit of the film. “Graham King wants it to be the
celebration of the band and the brilliant work they created, and it’s not a kiss-and-tell. To be led
by someone with such great intentions and such passion and excitement is so exciting.”
Of course, just like the rest of the cast, the biggest challenge came in bringing a real person to
life. “It's a huge pressure to play someone who's still alive and will have an opinion on this film
and the way that I play her--especially in the scenes between Freddie and Mary in the film,” says
Boynton. “It really does go into some of their most intimate moments, and so my first response
was wanting to protect her and not pretend to think I know how it actually felt to be there, so I
can only give my own interpretation. I never at any point want to speak for her. While with
Freddie, they're trying to replicate his costumes and looks, we’ve moved away from a completely
accurate portrayal of Mary, so that there‘s a layer of protection for her.”
Malek is generous in his praise for Boynton. He says, “Mary was the person Freddie could trust
wholeheartedly, the person who reassured him and gave him the advice and confidence he
needed and allows him to discover his sense of self. And she said what she needed to say in the
moment it was needed. She really is the heart of this movie, and she is what keeps everything
together. So the confidence of Lucy Boynton and her ability to play that part of Mary Austin is
something that I don't think the film could have done without.”
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The band members - Brian May, Roger Taylor and John Deacon - are brought to life by Gwilym
Lee, Ben Hardy and Joe Mazzello, respectively.
For Lee, most recently seen on the British television series Jamestown and Midsomer Murders,
the part of Queen guitarist May was impossible to turn down. “It’s a real pleasure to play such an
iconic character in a band that is loved by so many people,” says Lee. “I also loved that the film
tells a very human story where these iconic rock gods are portrayed as real individuals. They were
grafters, and it was a real struggle in the UK where they didn't have any kind of popular success.
They went on tour to Japan, and they landed in Japan to absolute mayhem. There was
completely adoration, but when they get home, there’s nothing.
“The band was like a family, and they all needed each other,” continues Lee. “Brian had some
difficulties with his father. He was a really high-achieving academic who was doing a PhD in
astrophysics and called it off to be in a band, and his dad really didn't approve. It was only until
they went to Madison Square Garden in the mid-70s that Brian’s father, who Brian flew in on the
Concorde and put up in a five-star hotel, finally understood.”
Lee was determined not to reduce his performance to an impersonation. “I wanted to try and find
what makes Brian tick,” he explains. “One of the problems I found is that a lot of the material of
Brian May and the band are interviews, and in an interview, you present a side of yourself that you
want the world to see and which isn’t completely authentic. So I was trying to look beyond all the
footage to work out what makes Brian angry or sad and how he behaves in those moments,
because that‘s when you see the real person. I was very privileged in meeting the man early on
while we were still rehearsing. He came straight up to me and gave me a big hug. He was
thoroughly excited and passionate and supportive, and he's never shown anything less than that
throughout. Even on the day where we did the scene where I recorded the solo for ‘Bohemian
Rhapsody’, a time which could’ve been terrifying, I felt safe in his presence.”
Lee used rehearsals to both learn how to get inside the character and to forge an authentic
relationship with his co-stars. “The musical challenge is to try and learn all those songs, but also
you have to try and present a band that have been together for years, that know each other inside
out, that have a bond and a connection. We rehearsed meticulously with movement director Polly
Bennett. Having that choreography was a real safety net, so when it came to the first scene we
filmed, the Live Aid concert which was an incredibly full on experience, it became a real
galvanizing moment. It was a really exciting way to just jump in at the deep end and bond
together.”
Ben Hardy (BBC-TV’s The Woman in White, Only the Brave) plays drummer Roger Taylor, who
served as consultant on the film alongside Brian May. Hardy recalls how he got the role: “It was a
very daunting task to play Roger Taylor, as he is a fantastic drummer, and I haven’t drummed a
day in my life. Which I wasn't completely honest about when I auditioned for the part! I said I
could drum, and the director said, ‘Okay, great, could you put together a video of this track?’ And
I was like, ‘You know, yeah, sure, of course‘. And I went home, bought the cheapest drum kit I
could find and just had lessons every day for a couple of weeks. I put together a tape to show to
casting. And luckily it was good enough. Then the real work started--10 hours of intensive
drumming every day with instructor Brett Morgan. It was a crash course in drumming.”
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Hardy concentrated mostly on coming to grips with Taylor’s muscular drumming style. “Roger has
a few tricks that give his drumming a real showmanship,” explains the actor. “He likes to spin his
stick; he just does one turn. And he always does a rim shot on the snare which is when you
connect the rim of the snare and the skin to create a really big sound. He's very theatrical with his
playing, even the rim shot has a whipping motion. And he also accents the back beat by splashing
the high hat. He also pours beer on his floor tom so when he hits it, the beer shoots up really
high. I tried to use all that, and it really helped inform my portrayal of Roger. I got covered in beer
after numerous takes, but it was really good fun.”
One of the biggest challenges for Hardy was playing a real person who is still alive, something he
has never done before. He readily admits that it took him a while to realize that he wasn‘t required
to impersonate Taylor but rather, “give an essence of Roger, and the strongest essence I can,
whilst also being true to the text and serving the purposes of this film. Once I had grasped that, I
felt a lot more comfortable.
“I was very nervous about meeting Roger,” continues Hardy. “I'd been watching video footage of
him for weeks and weeks and weeks, and it felt like I was almost stalking him! On our first meeting
I was worried about how he would feel about me playing him, but he was very supportive and just
embraced the situation, because he understands that there has to be artistic license when making
a film about real life events. He even gave me a mini drum lesson which was definitely the peak of
my nerves. When he said, ‘Go on. Sit down, and show me what you can do,’ I was terrified! But he
was very helpful and really taught me a lot.”
The fourth member of the band, bass guitarist John “Deacy” Deacon, is played by Joe Mazzello,
the American actor best known for Jurassic Park and the HBO series The Pacific.
“I describe John as the accidental rock star,” says Mazzello. “This just happened to him, whereas I
think the other guys grew up wanting to be famous musicians. John was perfectly content just
working in electronics and fixing televisions. He loved playing music and had a knack for it, but he
did it for fun. He also had a knack for songwriting, but he never believed that it could be
something that he could do for the rest of his life. But it just snowballed, and before he knew it
they were touring America and Japan. He was also the youngest and the last to join the band, so I
think it took him a little while to find himself. He's more introverted, but he's also a little bit of a
goofball. But ultimately as the band got more success, and he started writing many of their big
hits, he became a pretty integral part of the band.”
It was the emotional drama of the screenplay that Mazzello found compelling. “I thought it was a
beautiful and really moving story about the journey all four members of Queen went through,” he
says. “I found John Deacon so interesting. He’s a little bit of an enigma. He plays the part of
referee when the three others argue and settles everything with a quick word. He’s the king of the
one-liner. Portraying his character, learning how to play an instrument, learning a Midlands accent
which I’d never heard before, all this presented a really fun challenge, and I really wanted to be a
part of it.”
To prepare for the part, Mazzello scoured the internet for videos of the band. “I found every
interview John ever did, any live footage of him playing, any behind the scenes footage, every
documentary,” he says. “I watched it all just to get a sense of who he was, how he fitted in, how
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he felt about himself in the context of the band and how he changed over time. Those are what I
call the macro elements. And it’s important to stay very faithful to those. But we were making a
movie, and there’s a 99% chance that the lines we’re saying are not true to life. However, as long
as you can make the words that you say and scenes that you play--what I call the micro elements-fit those macro elements, that's the way in to playing a character who is alive and is well-known
and who people are going to have strong opinions about.”
Mazzello had fun brushing up his guitar skills for the film. He had learned to play guitar a decade
or so ago and had to familiarize himself with the bass. “The right hand was more difficult because
it involves a lot of finger picking,” he explains. “You hold the bass differently, and you don't
typically have a pick. The bass is the bridge between the percussions and the guitars, so you're
often playing the harmonies rather than the main melody and coming in at odd points. So you
have to think about music differently. I had six weeks of rehearsal time and spent that time
learning how to play the 25 or so songs, even though I don’t really read music.”
Mazzello was keen to get it exactly right, aware of how much scrutiny his performance would get
from the audience. “We know that a lot of the people watching this are going to be Queen
fanatics,“ he says. “I can't tell you how many bassists have come up to me and asked me if I'm
playing the songs. I knew I couldn't fake it. As an actor you want to be up there on the stage
feeling like you're playing these songs. That was also what made it a challenge that I relished.”
Rami Malek believes that the presence of Brian May and Roger Taylor helped his co-stars
enormously. “Having Brian and Roger around allowed everyone to understand them. So Gwilym
and Ben did such a great job of capturing their essence as well.”
Certainly the cast made a lasting impression on Brian May. “When I first walked on the set and
saw Gwilym Lee in his costume and wig, it was almost like looking in the mirror!” says the
musician. “He did a very good job of being me! And Rami Malek is so convincing as Freddie,
down to the body language. And Joe Mazzello as Deacy is uncanny. John wasn’t a very outgoing
personality, but he had a very distinct way of performing, and Joe got it down, just as Ben Hardy
completely absorbed Roger Taylor‘s spirit in his performance.”
Irish actor Aidan Gillen, best known for his role as Game of Throne’s “Petyr ‘Littlefinger’ Baelish,”
plays John Reid, Queen’s first manager. For Gillen, Queen and Freddie Mercury hold a unique and
important position in cultural history.
“Freddie didn’t look like a traditional pop star,” he says. “And yet he became a great performer
and a huge sex symbol. He was a misfit who found a way to become a global superstar. He
confused people. Women thought he was gorgeous and sexy; men thought he was cool. Queen
is so popular, but they were never really fashionable. They were always a little bit out of time and
out of fashion, which is why they‘ve remained so popular. That, and because the songs are
fantastic and quite cutting-edge, using multiple overdubs on vocals and complex, unexpected
chord progressions which were unusual for the time.”
Allen Leech, beloved by Downton Abbey fans for his portrayal of “Tom Branson,” plays Freddie
Mercury’s personal manager Paul Prenter, who crept into Freddie’s affections and then betrayed
him in the most heinous way.
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Knowing little about Paul Prenter, Leech dived into researching the character.
“Paul Prenter was quite a malevolent force in Freddie's life,” says Leech. “The more research I
did, the more I realized there were very legitimate reasons for the rest of the band having issues
with him. However, you always have to be careful because you're playing a real person and make
sure the subtleties aren’t taken away in the filmmaking process because you don‘t want your
character to be two-dimensional. There are reasons why Paul is the person he is. You try and find a
balance between respecting the story and respecting the person.
“Paul was brought in because the band wanted a personal assistant, and he struck up a
relationship with Freddie mainly because they were both gay,” continues Leech. “At the time
Freddie wasn't out, and Paul gave him an ability to see what the world was like, what the gay
scene was like. He was a confidante and then moved from being the band’s assistant to Freddie’s
personal manager. Their relationship became toxic when Paul took Freddie away from the band,
suggested he go solo and then got rid of John Reid in a very sly way.”
For Leech, two scenes are pivotal to Freddie and Paul's relationship. The first at Rockfield Farm
Studios when the band is recording the "Bohemian Rhapsody" album and Paul kisses Freddie,
and they realize there's an understanding between them. The second is in Munich, when Freddie
sees the truth and, in the driving rain, banishes Paul from his life. “Freddie realizes that Paul was
never really there for him, Paul was there for himself. When Freddie says, ‘you're out, you're
gone,’ it feels like a breakup scene rather than someone getting fired. It was really lovely to do
that.”
Rounding out the cast are BAFTA®-winner Tom Hollander (The Night Manager) as Jim “Miami”
Beach, who began as the band’s lawyer and went on to become its manager; and Aaron
McCusker (Shameless) as Jim Hutton, Freddie’s boyfriend for the last seven years of his life.
Graham King was bowled over by the caliber of the supporting cast: “Gwilym Lee spoke his first
words to us in the audition as Brian May, and we were won over. Ben Hardy has a personality that
was very similar to Roger in a lot of ways. Joe Mazzello is from New York, but he’s got a lot of
John Deacon in him. Tom Hollander playing Jim Beach is phenomenal. Roger Taylor, Brian May
and Jim Beach were bowled over by how convincing Allen Leech is as Paul Prenter. He’s the
character who is going to get booed by the audience, but Allen manages to bring a sensitivity to
the role that makes his behavior understandable. And Lucy Boynton is perfect as Mary; you can
feel the chemistry between her and Rami.”
King had been discussing the project for quite a while with his friend Mike Myers, who is an
enormous Queen fan, and was thrilled when he came on board to play Ray Foster, the head of
record label EMI. “Because of Wayne’s World, it was perfect that he ended up being the one who
is unimpressed when Freddie presents him with ‘Bohemian Rhapsody’ and tells him the song with
never be one that “teenagers can crank up the volume and bang their heads to.’ And it was Mike
who decided to play him as a Northerner. He was fantastic!”

THE LOOK & THE LOCATIONS
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Given its subject matter, a band and front man for whom style was so fundamental, it’s perhaps
not surprising that the design, costumes and locations of the film were a key element. Feather
boas, ermine and velvet capes, marble bathrooms, gold-plated lions--you name it, the film has it.
Tasked with creating the look of the film was production designer Aaron Haye, whose expert eye
sought out the locations which included Bovingdon Airfield in Hertfordshire, the glorious art deco
masterpiece Hornsey Town Hall in north London, the LH2 Studios in west London, London’s
renowned night club Heaven and the Edwardian splendor of Bromley Town Hall in South East
London.
The production used the Gillette building in southwest London for the majority of the stage sets
in the film. These included 1950’s Zanzibar, where we see Freddie in his childhood days, the Top
of the Pops stage, which gave the band its break, Capitol Radio, the Bulsara family home, Garden
Lodge, the Rio de Janeiro hotel and the farm house where Freddie composed "Bohemian
Rhapsody,” and three recording studios.
Haye began by researching images of Queen and Mercury. After sifting through thousands of
photos, many with no dates but guided by Freddie’s hairstyles which got shorter over time, they
were able to make a timeline on the wall that went from 1970 to 1986.
Haye and the team were helped enormously by the access that Brian May gave to his archives
and historical consultant Peter Freestone, who let them go through all his personal photographs.
“In terms of our research, those things just put us leaps ahead of where we would have been if we
had just been collecting them from the public domain and from books,” says Haye. “Being able
to go to Brian's house and go through his personal archives which are vast was pretty spectacular.
He has saved every ticket stub and every poster, every album that they've ever produced. Even
some of their wardrobe, which our actors wear in this film.”
Continues Haye: “Once we had the timeline, I took a bit of a palette approach and decided on
the colors of 1970, 1975, 1978, 1982, etc. We made a longer timeline that had certain
touchstones along the way, and we tried to stick to those palettes in between construction and
paint and set dec and wardrobe and everything else. As the ‘60s turned into the ‘70s, there's
wonderful warm tones that are avocado and orange and brown--warm, earthy colors. From the
mid to late ‘70s, it starts to get almost a disco palette--the primary colors start to pop a little bit
more until we get to the early ‘80s, and there’s a neon and brighter colored palette. These
different eras have really distinct looks, and it's really a fantastic period to work with. Those 15
years, from 1970 to1985, a lot of stuff happened, and visually there's a lot to play with.”
One of the key earlier sets is Freddie’s family home in Feltham, Middlesex. Haye and his team
were fortunate to be allowed into the real Bulsara home, now occupied by another family.
“Standing in what was Freddie's bedroom, we got a sense of the space,” he says. “We took the
house and its neighbors and made them bigger for staging reasons and put our own flavor on it.
At this point in the film, Freddie is a young art student, so Haye created a bedroom filled with
notebooks of drawings and sketches. We really tried from an architectural standpoint to tell the
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story of the area that he grew up in and the economic circumstances that he grew up in, so we
included visual influences from India and Zanzibar.”
Of course, Haye collaborated with his fellow heads of department all through the creation process
to tell the story of the film visually. “Department heads have to cooperate to make the final
product and we know that what we're trying to do is create an image that's true to life but is also
speaks to the story that we're trying to tell,” he explains. “Those early conversations with
cinematographer Tom Sigel helped define those color palettes. That goes for stage lighting as
well because the stage lighting was key for all of the live gigs. We wanted to make sure that each
of those concepts along the way fell within a certain look. Hopefully, that comes across. Tom is an
amazing cinematographer and just his attention to detail is spectacular. The same goes for
costume designer Julian Day. For example, in Freddie’s home, Garden Lodge, the color palette of
Julian’s wardrobe choices complemented the set decoration perfectly.”
Haye also was able to pick the brains of music consultant Pete Malandrone to ensure the musical
equipment in the film was authentic. Many of the instruments were second-hand back in 1970, so
it was very difficult to find copies for the film. But Malandrone, who also works as Brian May’s
guitar roadie, was able to lend the props department instruments from May’s collection, including
the white guitar Gwilym Lee plays in the Rockfield Studio scenes. He also advised on the design
and makeup of the guitars that had to be made for the film. “For example, Brian’s first guitar, the
Red Special, which he still plays, was built by Brian’s father out of whatever he had lying around
the house--an old fireplace mantle, a knitting needle, motorcycle springs, mother-of-pearl
buttons, etc. But it’s now 50 years old and would have looked too worn, so the props guys made
two replicas which look newer,” he says.
The replicas were made by luthier Andrew Guyton who has made copies for Brian May’s personal
collection. “Andrew’s an expert,“ says Malandrone. “Everything's about detail, and he‘s nailed
every detail.”
One of the biggest and most challenging sets was the Live Aid recreation at London‘s iconic
Wembley stadium. The first task was finding a suitable empty location which was large enough to
create a life-sized stage which would allow the creation of a seamless shot from Mercury‘s arrival
at Wembley, to his dressing room, through backstage and onto the stage to the crowd’s reaction.
After much location scouting, Haye and his team found Bovingdon Airfield in Hertfordshire whose
runway was smooth enough to build on. The team also had to factor in the vagaries of the English
summer, where in July, when the set was being constructed, and then in September, when the film
began shooting, can often be like a Californian winter.
Haye had the added challenge of finding photos or drawings of the stadium in 1985. Blueprints of
the original stadium, which was built in the 1930s, were easy to locate, but it was rebuilt later, and
the designer struggled to find any original source material that showed what it was like at the time
of Live Aid.
“We had to recreate Wembley from photographs of the time as well as documentary footage
from Live Aid, but we also had to create a set that would best tell the story,” recalls Haye. “In
reality, the back stage was a bunch of trailers that were outside the stadium. We decided to bring
a bit of that backstage trailer feel into the indoor concourse which leads up to the stage, so we
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created a backstage artist area with an airstream trailer and garden umbrellas and chairs to create
more of a fun, inside-outside, buzzy, bustling atmosphere to the journey to the stage.
“We built a massive raised platform about 18 feet in the air, which matched the height of the
Wembley stage at Live Aid,” continues the designer. “Then we built a tent over the backstage
area so it was under weather cover. We recreated exactly the giant scaffolding towers that were at
Live Aid, as well as all the posters and the large-scale banners, some three stories in height, and
the logos that adorn the sides of the stage.”
In a nice piece of serendipity, the team included two members of the construction team that built
the real stage for Live Aid in 1985.
Freddie Mercury’s personal assistant Peter Freestone, who was with him for 12 years until his
death, was an advisor on the film, and his personal knowledge was invaluable. His description of
the backstage area of Live Aid helped Haye and his team create an authentic atmosphere.
“As soon as we arrived, we felt the excitement,“ recalls Freestone of that epic day in July 1985.
“There was a good atmosphere. It was really friendly, and there was no competition, which quite
often can happen when you have this sort of lineup. Queen took to the stage, and the audience
went wild right from the start of ‘Bohemian Rhapsody’. And the atmosphere backstage changed;
it became electric. Something had happened. Eighteen minutes later, the band came off stage
and they’d nailed it. The audience was going wild, and backstage people were applauding.”
All that hard work paid dividends. “It was amazing,” says May. “The moment I walked onto that
stage, it was surreal because it perfectly replicated what the stage was like in 1985 - every last
detail down to the amps behind me, pedals and even the cloth and back stage with the cigarette
butts and the ashtrays and the coke bottles. What a wonderful job they did!”
Peter Freestone was taken aback by the set’s authenticity. “It was a déjà vu moment,” he says.
“The first time I saw the set I just couldn't believe it. It’s exactly the same size. Everything was
right, from the stage to backstage even to the peeling paint off the walls and the rust coming
down from water pipes. It got the goose bumps going.”
The cast also were in awe of Haye’s achievement. Says Gwilym Lee who plays Brian May: “The set
was so beautifully detailed that it transported us to that world. Those sets made the performance
so much easier because you don't have to imagine anything, everything's been thought of, and
it's so beautifully realized.”
“It was the first time we had seen our band in character,” says Haye. “It really was a joy. I think it's
one of those moments that you never forget, standing next to Brian and Roger as they watch the
band.”
For Graham King, the Live Aid scenes had an enormous emotional impact. “I just lost it,” he
admits. “I was in tears. I had never been like that on any movie set before. All the years started
flooding back not only to do with this film but being young and watching Live Aid. We knew we
had to get it right--the movement, the look, the crowd, it had to be accurate. And it felt right at
the very first rehearsal, which was in the first week of filming. We did a lot of takes long into the
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night, and those four guys, Rami, Gwilym, Ben and Joe, were right inside their characters all the
way through. The energy there was so high that no one wanted to stop! We all came together,
and we knew we were creating something very special. Live Aid was such an important, precious
event that we felt we had to honor it. And from the construction of the set to the music to the
atmosphere to the performance, I think we did.”
One of the main locations was the farm where Queen is shown recording "Bohemian Rhapsody".
The song was in fact recorded in two places, Rockfield Farm and Ridge Farm in Wales, which
provided the isolation and solitude that the band, like many bands of the time, required. Rockfield
Farm still exists as a recording studio, and Haye was fortunate to have access to a documentary
showing Brian May and Roger Taylor returning to the farm and breaking all the tracks down. In
addition, a wide selection of photos of the band at Ridge Farm allowed the team to faithfully
recreate the costumes and sets.
Haye decided to amalgamate the two real farms into one for the film and found a location that
felt just worked perfectly, a 200-year-old oak beam barn just outside London, which was a working
barn, filled with horses, hay and manure. Haye had it cleaned out and designed a mid-century
style recording studio. Haye had built a recording desk based on a mixing desk from a studio in
London’s Notting Hill, which has a retro-futurist feel that would look right at home in a Star Trek
episode from the ‘70s. It was designed as realistically as possible, right down to individual track
monitoring lighting up the console, working pedal boards and meter bridges.
The studio itself followed the 1970s color palette. Says Haye: “We gave it that warm '70s feeling,
so there's a lot of those browns and oranges and avocados. When Brian May showed up on set
and played a bit of a solo from ‘Bohemian Rhapsody’ there, I got goose bumps!”
Haye was meticulous in his attention to detail in the recreations of the interiors. “Freddie and
Mary lived in two flats before they sort of split base,“ he explains. “We built Freddie and Mary’s
flat set out of the two flats. But whenever we changed something, we tried to incorporate
something to make it feel authentic. So, for example, the wallpaper in that flat is a recreation of
wallpaper that they had in their apartment, right down to each little speck. And the wicker
furniture is a recreation of what they had.”
For Freddie’s hotel suite in Rio de Janeiro, which was filmed at Gillette, Haye created a set
resplendent with silk walls, fabric drapes, smoky glass, low-slung leather sofas and Japanese-style
room dividers. “We were inspired by Freddie’s flat in New York, which Peter Freestone told us
Freddie never got round to decorating after he moved in. So, it felt like a hotel. It was about
merging reality with our story.”
Freddie’s house, Garden Lodge in Earl's Court in west London, is a magical, secluded house
surrounded by buildings, where Mary Austin still lives to this day. Haye found a house with an
aspect situation in Surbiton, south of London, which he decorated with textured wallpaper,
porcelain chandeliers, Japanese artwork, antiques and soft furnishings from around the world to
reflect Freddie‘s magpie design instincts. Although unable to completely replicate the interior
design, what Haye was keen to do was recreate the atmosphere. His hard work paid off; when
Peter Freestone, who several spent years with Freddie in that house, saw it for the first time, he
said it felt just like Freddie‘s house.
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Haye had a lot of fun dressing the Garden Lodge set for the flamboyant, Fellini-esque party which
celebrated, as Freddie gleefully trills, “the height of my creativity and the depth of my depravity“.
The first scene is shot in a single take, with the camera winding its way from the front driveway,
through the front door and into a throng of fire eaters, giants, magicians, caged dancers and a
gaggle of fabulously-attired party people until we join Freddie and follow him through the house
and its decadent interiors.
Haye filled the house with layers of decoration. “First, we have the layer of luxury and then the
layer of the debauchery, and the fun and excess that he was having at that time--massive displays
of exotic food and fruit, golden lions. We wanted to bring in references to Freddie’s interests and
Queen’s history, so, for example, we had female extras on stationary bicycles from the ‘Bicycle
Race‘ video.”
One of the most fun scenes for Haye was recreating the "I Want to Break Free" video. “The
making of the video is pretty well documented,” he says, “and we wanted to get as close to that
as we possibly could. And it gets to be loose, and it gets to have fun. We see a bit of the
backstage and the area around it. We were lucky enough to be able to find an exact model of the
vacuum cleaner that Freddie used as well as the light-up alarm clock that blows out steam at the
beginning of the video, and we used an original 35mm camera that we see on camera. We shot it
on 35mm just like the original.”
Another challenge was finding a location that could double for Madison Square Garden, where
Queen played a sell-out concert in 1978, as well as other stadiums in Japan, Brazil and the U.S.
Haye opted for LH2 Studios in West London, which he dressed in several different ways. Working
out the logistics of accommodating the film crew one day, while the studio stood in for an arena in
Japan, while preparing it for the next scene, was a massive logistical challenge, especially given
the style changes in lighting and set dressing through the years. It’s easy enough to get the actors
to change into different costumes and play different instruments to suit the year, but imagine
having to update the stage lighting and set design from 1973 one day to 1982 the next.
“We had to come up with a way to quickly fly lights in and out and change the color,” explains
Haye. “Of course, we couldn't use contemporary LEDs; we had to use traditional lights, and those
were hot. The rig that we built specifically over Madison Square Garden set was referred to as the
pizza oven because it would bake you! The front of the stage got pretty hot up there, but the guys
never complained.”

COSTUMES, HAIR & MAKEUP

Working alongside Haye to create the look of the film were costume designer Julian Day and
makeup and hair designer Jan Sewell.
For both heads of department, working on the film was a privilege. “Who wouldn’t want to design
for a film that is representing one of the most iconic rock bands ever to have existed?” says Day.
“I was so excited about doing it, and it was a brilliant challenge. I did endless research. And what
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was interesting was not just recreating costumes for the well-known public events but also looking
into what the look was for the undocumented parts of the band‘s life. I did a lot of reading about
those and scoured the internet. For the recreations, I found out who made the original costumes
and sought them out. We were also kindly invited by Brian May and Roger Taylor to go and look
at their clothing archives, and that was really useful.”
Indeed, Brian May was generous enough to lend some of his original collection clothing,
including a tour dressing gown with his name on the back, a red dressing gown and several
jackets, including one made out of velvet with a shiny collar which he wore in several photos from
the time.
“For the live concert scenes, we designed two skintight lycra catsuits, the black and white
harlequin catsuit and the silver sequin catsuit that we copied from the originals, and we asked
Zandra Rhodes to design the incredible white batwing outfit for the Budakon concert. The story
goes that it was originally adapted from a wedding dress she designed that Mercury fell in love
with on a visit to her atelier.”
One of the boldest costumes, Freddie’s crown and red cape which he wears in the party scene at
Garden Lodge, was made by the two people who worked on it originally.
“Some of the costumes are taken out of context slightly in the film, but we wanted to include
some of his iconic costumes because we knew that‘s what people want to see,” adds Day.
The film opens in 1970 in the London suburb of Ealing where Freddie Mercury grew up and ends
in 1985, traversing several continents along the way. This journey is told through the clothes. “For
the early scenes, I wanted to give it more of a ‘60s vibe, quite hippie, a sort of Woodstock feel.
The colors were more subdued for Britain at the time. After three gigs in Britain, the film goes to
America where they toured as a support group for five concerts there. For those scenes, there’s a
real American feel, quite a Western look with suede, fringing, checked shirts and cowboy hats.
From there, the film moves to Japan where we have a much more colorful tone with pop art
references.”
As we move forward in time, the costumes become more flamboyant. For the scenes in 1980s
New York, when Freddie began to explore the city’s gay clubs, Day looked at a lot of Robert
Mapplethorpe’s work, photos of the meatpacking district in the 1970s and the Al Pacino film
Cruising. He dressed the cast in leather, rubber, denim and chains, reflecting the more
underground tone of those parts of the city. Meanwhile, there’s a lot more flesh on show in the
scenes in Rio de Janeiro.
This progression is reflected in Freddie‘s wardrobe. “When he was younger, Freddie worked in
London’s renowned Kensington Market, which was a hub of vintage traders, emerging fashion
designers and style influencers, and the 1970s was obviously influenced by 1930s fashion. In
Kensington Market he would have had access to everything from vintage stoles to 1930s suits and
accessories, and he knew about clothes. I wanted to add those to his costumes.
“Freddie was more flamboyant in the 1970s but also very conscious about what he was saying
through his clothes,” continues Day, “and I wanted to bring a bit more color and shine to him,
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which represented who he was. But even though he was quite flamboyant, he was quite macho as
well. It’s interesting to play with those dual sides. As he moved into the 1980s, it became a bit
more serious, and I wanted to tell the story of those changes in his life through his outfits. I was
very keen in getting in his love of Japanese kimonos after the band‘s trip to Japan.”
Day’s work didn’t go unappreciated by the cast. Says Rami Malek: “Julian is a phenomenal talent.
I've seen a lot of his films, and I knew I was in great hands. We had about 50 hours of costume
fittings, which I used as rehearsal time. And it was fun. I used that time to see how my moves were
working in heels that were four-inch platforms or the tightest fitting satin pants or an entire Lycra
outfit. Along with hair and makeup, the costumes elevate your level of confidence and help you
solidify the character.”
Like Freddie, Brian May and Roger Taylor had their own distinctive styles of dress. For Brian May‘s
wardrobe, Day kept the palette mostly monochrome, dressing Gwilym Lee in blacks and whites,
while Ben Hardy as Roger Taylor is more colorful and dandyish with lots of sleeveless waistcoats.
John Deacon’s wardrobe is an amalgamation of the three but with a British twist. In the scenes at
Rockfield Farm, he’s almost channeling Tom Baker-era Dr. Who in a long, striped scarf and African
coats.
Says Gwilym Lee: “The costumes were one of the fun parts of the film. I was very lucky being
allowed to wear some of Brian May‘s clothes from the period. It was a direct contact with the
legend that you're playing. It was a real honor.”
An honor, even though some of the outfits required some careful handling. “I wore a white leather
bomber jacket with shoulder pads out to here! I had to turn sideways to get through door frames
because it was so massive!” recalls Lee.
For Mary Austin, the only major female character in the film, Day had to rely mostly on
conversations with friends and collaborators who knew her then. Mary worked at Biba, the iconic
department store in London’s Kensington High Street, founded by designer Barbara Hulanicki.
Inspired by pre-Raphaelite, art deco and art nouveau styles, Hulanicki‘s designs in the 1970s
included soft flowing dresses, wide-legged trousers and bell-sleeved blouses and jackets made of
luxurious fabrics such as satin and velvet in deep burgundies, plums and purples in bold polka
dots and stripes.
“Mary was a very stylish dresser who was put at the front of the store to represent the Biba look,“
says Day. “We tried to recreate that whole Biba look for her which stays with her through the film.
Lucy Boynton was a joy to dress.”
Lucy Boynton returns the compliment. “Julian and the costume design are just exquisite, and the
pieces that you see replicated from Queen's actual costumes on stage are so beautifully done.
The costumes they had handmade are just astonishing.”
The documented costumes, the ones the band wore at Live Aid and in the videos, were both the
easiest and the most difficult to recreate. Easiest because Day knew exactly what the clothes
looked like, difficult because recreating real clothes is an unforgiving job as fans and
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commentators can spot the tiniest mistake as a result of all the source material being readily
available online.
Day worked hard at getting the details precisely accurate. “When you start looking at the minutia
of each outfit, it all becomes more complex,” says Day. “The studded belt that Freddie wears for
Live Aid, for example, comprises two different sets of studs. And the vest has a particular shape.
Rami Malek was a joy to work with and so attentive to detail. We made 15 vests for him for those
scenes, and he pointed out just a few days before shooting that the vest‘s neckline wasn‘t quite
low enough. So we had to cut and resew all 15 but that half inch made an enormous difference to
the costume‘s authenticity. Also, we reproduced the cartoon on the shirt John Deacon wears in
the scene to make it exactly right. We sourced Freddie’s Wranglers from America and asked
Adidas to reproduce the boxing boots. It was fun but also challenging!”
The “I Want To Break Free” video, which sees the band in drag, was one of the most anticipated
scenes of the whole film. Day and his team scoured the country for all the outfits, from the
negligee Brian May wears to Freddie’s plastic skirt, and made many of the clothes and
accessories. “We found a boater that matched the one Roger Taylor wears round his neck and
had some hat ribbon printed up the same color.”
As for the show-stopping party that Freddie hosts at Garden Lodge, Day took an outfit that has
become iconic--the crown and ermine-trimmed, red velvet cape--and combined it with a military
jacket and leather trousers that were also a signature Mercury look. “We wanted him to be the
king of his party,“ says Day.
For the party guests, Day scoured images from New York’s legendary disco Studio 54 and
designed an array of outrageous costumes with references to the 1970s nightclub scene, punk,
gay culture, drag and the underground fetish scene.
An extraordinary note is that no costume was worn more than once.
“I don't think I've ever done as many fittings on any film ever before,” says Day. “We've got
hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of costumes, one bus for just the four band members! And
something in the region of 8-10,000 in total, including all the extras. The story moves from one
country to another, from Japan to New York to small-town America, and all those different gigs
had to have a different vibe. It was great fun.”
Graham King was bowled over by the costumes. “Julian Day did a phenomenal job,” says the
producer. “He has an amazing reputation, and he was so passionate to be on this. He had the
right sensibility to dress this film, and he knew the period. When you make a film and everyone on
that set is doing it for the passion of the storytelling, you feel that.”
Working closely with Day was hair and makeup designer Jan Sewell. She was thrilled to be able to
tell the story of Freddie Mercury’s journey visually from 1970 to Live Aid.
Sewell’s work was made easier with the amount of visual material in the public domain. “There are
so many videos where you can see all Freddie‘s different looks,” she explains. “Working with the
costume department, we pulled out the different looks of Freddie and the band and made a
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timeline. We weren’t sure we’d be able to show all their different hair styles. John Deacon, for
instance, looked very similar quite a lot of the time, and then he had much shorter hair towards
the 1980s. Brian May, of course, has kept his hairstyle to this day, apart from having it a bit shorter
or longer. But Freddie had so many looks. So we had to decide which we thought were the
strongest looks.”
Sewell began with his mid-1970s clean-shaven look of very short fringe with long hair, moved
through several more looks until we end on the cropped hair and mustache of Live Aid.
There were two key areas where Sewell had to use prosthetics: Freddie’s signature teeth and his
aquiline nose. Sewell tested several pairs of teeth on Rami Malek to ensure they would look just
right on camera. “What’s so fascinating about watching Rami play Freddie is how he has
absolutely captured Freddie’s mannerisms,“ says Sewell. “Freddie was very aware of his teeth. He
chose not to get them fixed even though he could have afforded it, and a lot of what he did was
hiding them, which meant a lot of mouth movement. So it was very important to get the right size
so that Rami felt he could act with them and be able to do those mannerisms.”
For the nose, Sewell created a gelatin nose that was applied every day. “What it did was broaden
the top part of his nose which helps to pull his eyes together a little. Rami’s eyes are much bigger
and, using makeup, I had to make his eyes less prominent,” she says.
And then, of course, there was the multitude of wigs and false mustaches. Because Malek had just
come off filming Mr. Robot, there was no time to wait for him to grow his hair, so he wears a wig in
every scene, even the Live Aid crop. And as the hair got longer and then shorter, the mustache
had to get heavier and lighter to balance well.
For all four actors of the band, Sewell also had to age them for the final scenes in the mid-1980s.
“We used small prosthetics on all four for Live Aid to age them up--just little age lines to make it
believable--and then covered that with stage makeup which they would have worn for the
concert.”
Sewell did extensive research to get the smallest detail just right, talking not just to Brian May and
Roger Taylor but many people who toured with the band. She says: “Freddie wore black nail
polish in the 1970s only on his left hand. I asked why he didn’t paint his right-hand nails too. It
was purely because he couldn't do it physically. It was the same with Brian, although he had
white.”
For the scenes with lots of extras--Freddie’s Garden Lodge party and Live Aid--Sewell and her
team relied on photos and video footage. “We studied the party guests closely, and there were
some extraordinary looks which we managed to copy including Roman laurel crowns and togas.
For Live Aid, we wanted to make sure it absolutely had the 1980s look, so there was a sea of
mullets and mustaches on the men and short hair on the women. We wigged most of the extras
because nowadays men have short hair mostly and women have long hair, so it took several
weeks of fittings and something like 7,000 wigs to make sure it was all correct. But because the
extras are such fans, when we asked the men to grow mustaches, they did!”
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Working with Julian Day, Sewell came up with a complimentary makeup color palette for the
female cast. “There’s a big move from the beginning of the film to the end in terms of the
women’s make up,” she says. “In the ‘70s there are all those lovely orange lipsticks, false
eyelashes, blue and green eye tones, and the blush is a little bit orange. In the ’80s, we went
more for the terracotta and bronze colors.”
One of the lasting memories Sewell took away from the shoot was the collaboration with the cast.
“They got to know their characters so well and got so involved in the look,” she recalls. “I worked
very closely with Rami, and his eye is phenomenal, spot on. He would get how putting a bit more
color here or shading the nose a little bit more there would make a difference. That’s been the
great experience for all of us.”
Malek returns the compliment. “Jan Sewell is the most phenomenal makeup and hair designer.
Apart from the teeth, she did incredible work around my eyes and defining the structure of my
face for the different periods of his life. The makeup is that major step that helps an actor take it
to that next level. Like with the costumes, makeup and hair give an actor that extra bit of
confidence to get closer to inhabiting a character. I always knew I was never going to be Freddie
Mercury, but the hair and makeup helped me capture his essence.”

THE MUSIC

One of the key roles on the film was the music supervisor. Becky Bentham was charged with the
daunting task of creating the soundtrack for the film, using both Freddie Mercury‘s real voice, a
sound-alike and Rami Malek.
After discussing with the director and the producer, Bentham categorized each song based on
whether they are an on-camera performance or a background video. Having established how
much existing material is available, from backing tracks to vocals, Bentham then ended up with a
list of requirements for each pre-record sessions. She then laid down all the materials needed for
each play back. The pre-records were sent to the cast to practice with vocal and instrument
coaches.
“For ‘Bohemian Rhapsody’, we were lucky to have access to all the original vocal recordings and
all the original band recordings,” she continues. “In addition to that, we have recorded a soundalike for those sections where recordings don’t exist, as well as Rami Malek’s performances, which
formed a library of materials that we then turned into a soundtrack that was as authentic as
possible.”
For all the singing scenes, Bentham required the actors to sing out along to the pre-recorded
songs. “It’s vital because it gets the movement in the throat and the facial muscles,” she says.
Although it seemed like the most challenging task, the Live Aid scenes were the easiest to do,
says Bentham, “because the tracks were all pre-recorded, so it was just a matter of playing them
back at high volume to get the band in the right mood.”
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Bentham plays tribute to Malek and the rest of the cast. “It’s a credit to the actors and their
dedication in putting in the hours with their coaches to achieve what we've got,” she says. “Ben
Hardy played a little bit of drums already, so he had a framework that we were able to build on.
Gwilym Lee played some guitar, and Joe Mazzello played a bit of bass. Like Rami, they all spent
long hours working with the pre-records. For Rami, we recorded and filmed our sound-alike so
Rami had both a sound and visual reference to ensure he had the same physicality, from body
movement to the breaths he takes.”
The tracks were recorded at London’s legendary Abbey Road Studios. “I remember Rami walking
in for our first recording session and looking up to see a picture of Queen and Freddie staring
down at him! It was daunting in one way but an endorsement in another, and it really added to
the experience.”

LARGER THAN LIFE

Graham King has high hopes for the film and its message for the younger generation. “This is a
really uplifting film,“ he says. “I hope that if there’s anyone in the audience who is confused or
being bullied or feeling like an outcast, they would take to heart what Mary says to Freddie in the
film: ‘Don’t you see who you can be? Anything you want to be.’ That's a very important message
in today's world.”
But it’s also the music that King knows will capture the audience’s imagination. “I go to see a film
because I want to feel it, not just see it. For me it was always, if we can get 500 people in a
theater clapping and singing along to those powerful anthems that they grew up with and that are
a part of their lives, then that’s a film experience. And I think we‘ve done just that. I want people
to come out of this film and hug the person they're next to and sing along with Queen songs. ‘We
Will Rock You,’ ‘We Are The Champions,’ ‘Bohemian Rhapsody’--all these songs are larger-thanlife and can't help but put a smile on your face. I wanted to continue the legacy of Freddie
Mercury and Queen, to show a younger generation who Freddie Mercury was, how the band
survived through times, how the music business has changed, what it was like to make a record in
those days, what it was like for four guys to meet and create that special sound. Freddie always
called the band his family. And I think there's no better time in the world to pass on the idea that
we are all part of one family, no matter who we are or where we come from.”
Rami Malek agrees: “I hope that everyone leaves the film as inspired by Freddie’s story as I am,
feeling confident, feeling inspired. That they know it’s okay to be who you are. I hope that they
can sing as loudly as he can and own every truth of theirs, and not feel like they have to hide
anything, but that they can just be, and enjoy exactly who they were meant to be.”

ABOUT THE CAST
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RAMI MALEK (Freddie Mercury) is the star of the USA Network’s critically acclaimed psychological
drama Mr. Robot, for which he received an Emmy® and Critics Choice Award, as well as
nominations for Golden Globes®, SAG, People’s Choice, and Television Critics Association
Awards.
Malek most recently starred in the remake of Papillon, opposite Charlie Hunnam. The remake of
the 1973 Steve McQueen film is directed by Michael Noer, and Malek plays the role of Louis
Dega, originated by Dustin Hoffman. Malek will next lend his voice to the upcoming live action
film The Voyage of Doctor Dolittle, alongside Robert Downey Jr., and will produce and star in
Universal’s upcoming film American Radical, which Mr. Robot’s Sam Esmail will direct and
produce.
In 2017, Malek starred in Buster's Mal Heart, a surreal mystery film written and directed by Sarah
Adina Smith, featured at both the 2016 Toronto International Film Festival and 2017 Tribeca Film
Festival.
In 2012, Malek was featured in Paul Thomas Anderson’s The Master opposite Philip Seymour
Hoffman, Joaquin Phoenix and Amy Adams. He also notably appeared in the HBO miniseries The
Pacific as “Snafu.” His performance garnered incredible reviews and led him to being cast by Tom
Hanks in Larry Crowne at Universal and Bill Condon in the last installment of the Twilight saga,
Breaking Dawn. Prior to that, Malek was seen in Night At The Museum 1 & 2 opposite Ben Stiller,
which marked his big screen debut and had a memorable arc on the FOX television series 24.
In 2014, Malek appeared in the DreamWorks feature Need For Speed, directed by Scott Waugh,
as well as the third installment of Night At The Museum. He was also featured in Spike Lee’s Old
Boy opposite Josh Brolin and Elizabeth Olsen, and starred in Short Term 12 with Brie Larson,
directed by Destin Cretton.
LUCY BOYNTON (Mary Austin) is a rising talent whose affable poise and enigmatic performances
are making an indelible mark across entertainment.
In addition to Bohemian Rhapsody, Boynton can be seen this fall in Gareth Evans' period
thriller Apostle, opposite Dan Stevens and Michael Sheen. The film follows a man who travels to a
remote island and attempts to rescue his sister after she’s kidnapped by a religious cult.
Currently, Boynton is in production on The Politician, the hour-long series created by Ryan
Murphy. The series for Netflix will be produced by Fox 21 Television Studios.
Most recently, Boynton was seen in Kenneth Branagh’s Murder on the Orient Express, starring
Johnny Depp, Michelle Pfeiffer and Dame Judi Dench. Adapted from the book by Agatha Christie,
the film follows a lavish train ride through Europe that quickly unfolds into the thrilling mystery of
13 strangers stranded on a train. Additionally, she starred in Lisa Rubin’s Netflix series Gypsy,
opposite Naomi Watts. The series follows the journey of Jean Holloway (Watts), a therapist who
begins to develop dangerous and intimate relationships with the people in her patients’ lives.
Boynton portrays Allison, a 19-year-old patient of Jean’s who has recently dropped out of school
to support her addiction and is hiding this secret from her mother.
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Previously, Boynton was seen in Danny Strong’s J.D. Salinger biopic Rebel In The Rye, alongside
Nicholas Hoult, Kevin Spacey and Sarah Paulson. The film is an adaptation of
Kenneth Slawenski’s biography, J.D. Salinger: A Life. It follows the legendary and secretive author
through his life, ultimately leading to the birth of his iconic novel The Catcher In The Rye.
Last year, she had Polly Steele’s Let Me Go, with Juliet Stevenson and Johdi May. Developed from
Helga Schneider's true-life story, the film explores the effect on Schneider’s (Stevenson) life when
she was abandoned by her mother in 1941 at four years old. Later, Schneider receives a letter
telling her that her mother is close to death, so she must journey to Vienna to say her last
goodbyes. Accompanied by her granddaughter (Boynton), this journey unravels the darkest of
their family’s secrets.
Previously Boynton was seen in Osgood Perkins’ horror film, The Blackcoat’s Daughter, opposite
Emma Roberts and Kiernan Shipka. When both of their parents mysteriously fail to turn up, two
girls (Boynton and Shipka) are stranded at their boarding school over winter break, only to realize
they are not alone, but in the company of a very dark presence.
Boynton marked her breakthrough as the female lead in John Carney’s Sing Street,
opposite Ferdia Walsh-Peelo. The story follows a boy growing up in Dublin during the 1980s
where he escapes his strained family life by starting a band to impress the girl he likes (Boynton).
The film got rave reviews and received a Golden Globe® nomination in the category of Best
Motion Picture for a Musical or Comedy.
Her first feature film role was as young Beatrix Potter in Chris Noonan’s Miss Potter, for which she
received a nomination for Best Supporting Young Actress in a Feature Film at the Young Artist
Awards.
Additional film credits include the BBC production of Ballet Shoes, opposite Dame Eileen Atkins,
Victoria Wood and Emma Watson; Osgood Perkins’ I Am The Pretty Thing That Lives In The
House, opposite Ruth Wilson and Bob Balaban; Caradog Jame’s Don’t’ Knock Twice; Neville
Pierce’s Lock In, Ron Maxwell’s US Civil War drama Copperhead; Philip Martin’s MO;
and Ryan Vernav’s Hymn To Pan.
On the small screen, Boynton is known for her role of Angelica Bell, daughter of artist Vanessa Bell
and niece of Virginia Woolf, in the BBC Two three-part drama about the Bloomsbury
Group, Life In Squares. She is also known for her role as Margaret Dashwood in the three-part
BBC production of Sense & Sensibility, adapted by BAFTA®-winning writer Andrew Davies,
opposite Dominic Cooper and Dan Stevens. Boynton was also seen in Law & Order UK,
Endeavour, Lewis, and Channel 4’s BAFTA®-nominated series Borgia.
In 2012, Boynton also starred in Saint Raymond’s music video for his debut song Fall At Your
Feet.
Boynton was born in New York and raised in London, where she currently resides today.
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GWILYM LEE (Brian May) has built an impressive body of work across film, television and theater
in his career. With several exciting projects coming up, the next few months promise to firmly
establish him as an international acting presence to watch.
In April, he flew to Australia to start work on Top End Wedding, the new feature film co-written by
and starring Miranda Tapsell, co-written by Joshua Tyler and directed by Wayne Blair. Gwilym
stars as “Ned” in the romantic comedy feature, which tells the story of successful Sydney lawyer
and her fiancé, who go looking for the bride’s mother in the Northern Territory to reunite her
parents and pull off their dream wedding. eOne will distribute the film in Australia and New
Zealand, with Berlin-based Films Boutique handling international sales.
In June 2017, Gwilym was seen in Bill Gallagher’s SKY 1 drama Jamestown, also starring Jason
Flemyng, Sophie Rundle and Max Beesley. Directed by Paul Wilmshurst, David Moore, John
Alexander and Samuel Donovan, with Carnival Films producing, the story follows the first English
settlers as they establish a community in the New World. Gwilym plays “Samuel Castell,” who
works closely with the Governor and is married to ‘Jocelyn’. The first series ran over eight
consecutive weeks with a second series being broadcast in February 2018. Also, in 2017 Gwilym
filmed thriller The Last Witness, directed by Piotr Szkopiak. He plays “Captain John Underwood”
opposite Alex Pettyfer, Michael Gambon and Talulah Riley in the feature which tells the story of a
journalist who uncovers the murder of 22,000 Poles under Stalin’s instructions. An official release
date is yet to be announced.
Critically-acclaimed BBC One Drama A Song for Jenny was broadcast in July 2015, and Gwilym
starred as “James,” the partner of a woman desperately searching for her daughter during the
aftermath of the July 7 bombings in London. The film also starred Emily Watson and was directed
by Brian Percival. He also played the season regular “DS Charlie Nelson,” opposite Neil
Dudgeon’s “DCI John Barnaby” in Caroline Graham’s beloved crime drama ITV1 series Midsomer
Murders from 2013 until its finale in 2016.
Gwilym’s breakthrough role on screen was in 2012 starring opposite Zawe Ashton and Jack
Whitehall as his best friend “Giles” in E4’s cult, BAFTA®-winning comedy series Fresh Meat,
created by Jesse Armstrong and Sam Bain. Other notable works include his 2012 role as
“Williams” alongside Jeremy Irons, Tom Hiddleston and Julie Walters in BAFTA®-winning BBC
series The Hollow Crown, based on Shakespeare’s history plays, and directed by Dominic Cooke,
Richard Eyre, Rupert Goold and Thea Sharrock. He also starred in popular BBC drama Land Girls
and in Columbia Pictures’ feature The Tourist, released in December 2010. Directed by Florian
Henkel Von Donnersmark, and starring Angelina Jolie and Johnny Depp, the feature was
nominated for three Golden Globe® awards.
He has also garnered critical acclaim for his work on stage: Gwilym won the prestigious Ian
Charleson Award in 2011 for his role as “Edgar” opposite Sir Derek Jacobi CBE in Michael
Grandage’s 2010 stage adaptation of King Lear. In 2009, he played “Laertes” to Jude Law’s
“Hamlet.” The Shakespearian play was also directed by Grandage and ran in the Donmar West
End season, before moving over to the Broadhurst Theater on Broadway. His performance gained
him enthusiastic appraisals in the U.S. with the New York Daily News noting that he “makes a fiery
Laertes” and Variety observed he “cuts a soulful figure.” Gwilym was first nominated for the Ian
Charleson Award in 2008 for his role in the Jonathan Kent/National Theatre’s production of
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Sophocles’ classic tragedy Oedipus, in which he starred as the “Messenger” alongside Ralph
Fiennes, Alan Howard and Jasper Britton. His stage debut received instant recognition with the
Observer noting “Gwilym Lee, who graduated from Guildhall only this year, is remarkably assured
in the key role of the Messenger.”
Gwilym studied at The Guildhall School of Music and Drama, graduating in 2008, receiving the
Guildhall Gold Medal. This award is given at the end of the three-year BA Acting course and
previous recipients include Jodie Whittaker, Michelle Dockery and Stephen Campbell Moore.
Prior to this, he studied English Literature at Cardiff University.
Following his work on Bohemian Rhapsody, BEN HARDY (Roger Taylor) began production on
Michael Bay’s film 6 Underground, opposite Ryan Reynolds and Dave Franco.
Most recently, Ben was seen starring in Mary Shelley, opposite Maisie Williams and Elle Fanning.
Earlier this year, he was seen playing the lead role in BBC’s limited miniseries The Woman in
White.
In 2017, Ben appeared in Joe Kosinksi’s film Only the Brave, opposite Josh Brolin and Miles
Teller. The film received a 91% fresh on Rotten Tomatoes.
He can also be seen in X-Men: Apocalypse in which he plays “Angel” opposite Michael
Fassbender, James McAvoy, Jennifer Lawrence and Nicholas Hoult.
A graduate of the Central School of Speech and Drama, Ben performed on stage at the Donmar
Warehouse in “The Physicists.” Straight after that, he performed in “Judas Kiss” in the West End
opposite Rupert Everett. Further, Ben was named to Screen International’s Stars of Tomorrow list.
JOE MAZZELLO (John Deacon) is best known for his starring roles as “Douglas Gresham” in
Shadowlands, “Tim Murphy” in Jurassic Park, and “’Sledgehammer’ Eugene Sledge” in the
Emmy® award-winning HBO miniseries The Pacific.
In 2010, Mazzello starred as Facebook co-founder “Dustin Moskovitz” in the David Fincher
directed film The Social Network. In 2013, Mazzello starred in Dear Sidewalk as “Gardner”, where
he portrayed a 24-year-old mail-carrier struggling to contend with his identity as his quarter-life
crisis is in full swing. That same year, Mazzello played “Mouse” in G.I. Joe: Retaliation.
Mazzello’s television work includes a recurring role in the FX television series Justified, the A&E
miniseries Coma, as well as guest appearances on CBS television’s Person of Interest and
Elementary.
Mazzello was the writer, director, executive producer and star of the feature film Undrafted. The
film is based on the true story of Mazzello's brother who missed out on the Major League Baseball
draft.

AIDAN GILLEN (John Reid) From a cunningly manipulative medieval statesman in Game of
Thrones, to an ambitious American politician in The Wire, Aidan Gillen is known for playing strong
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and morally complex characters, integral to culturally relevant narratives. Born in Dublin, Gillen is
a Tony® and SAG nominated actor with a career spanning two decades.
In 2011, Gillen joined the main cast of HBO’s groundbreaking series Game of Thrones and has
portrayed “Petyr ‘Littlefinger’ Baelish” for seven seasons. His role garnered him an Irish Film and
Television Award nomination and three Screen Actors Guild Award nominations in the category of
Outstanding Performance of an Ensemble in a Drama Series. The show has received back to back
Primetime Emmy® Awards in 2015 and 2016 for Outstanding Drama Series.
Gillen was most recently seen opposite Debra Winger in A24’s The Lovers, Guy Ritchie’s King
Arthur: Legend of the Sword and in the third installment of the Maze Runner series Death Cure.
Gillen can be seen in the fourth season of the BBC Two series Peaky Blinders which is currently
streaming on Netflix.
Following Bohemian Rhapsody, Gillen’s next projects include two other biopics, the BBC Two
miniseries Dave Allen at Peace and James & Lucia, which focuses on the life of author James
Joyce. Additionally, he will topline the Robert Zemeckis-produced series Blue Book for the History
channel.
Gillen joined the main cast of HBO’s acclaimed series The Wire in 2004 portraying “Tommy
Carcetti” for three seasons. For this role, he received an Irish Film and Television Award for Best
Actor in a Lead Role in Television. Gillen played “Stuart Alan Jones” in the groundbreaking
Channel 4 television series, Queer as Folk, and its sequel, for which he received a British Academy
Television Award nomination for Best Actor.
Gillen played crime boss “John Boy” in the acclaimed Irish crime drama Love/Hate, for which he
received his third Irish Film and Television Award nomination and second win in 2011. That same
year, he won the Best Actor award at Milan Film Festival for his performance in Treacle Jr., also
picking up a Best Actor nomination at the British Independent Film Awards. Gillen also received
an Irish Film and Television Award for Best Actor in 2014 for his portrayal of “Charles J. Haughey”
in the RTE Studios miniseries Charlie.
Past film credits include: Sing Street, Maze Runner: The Scorch Trials, Shadow Dance, Cavalry,
Blitz, Shanghai Knights and Terry George’s Some Mother’s Son. His film Pickups, which he wrote,
produced and starred in, premiered at the 2017 Dublin Film Festival.
An accomplished stage actor, Gillen was nominated for an Irish Times Theatre Award for his
portrayal of “Teach” in the Dublin Gate Theatre’s 2007 production of David Mamet’s “American
Buffalo.” That same year, he played Richard Roma in the West End production of “Glengarry Glen
Ross.” In 2004, he was cast in the Broadway production of “The Caretaker” and earned a Tony®
nomination in the category of Best Featured Actor in a Play for his performance.
TOM HOLLANDER (Jim Beach) is a theater, television and film actor. TV credits include BAFTA®
award-winning Rev which he co-created; a BAFTA®-winning performance in The Night Manager;
Taboo and RTS award-winning A Poet In New York. Films include Pride and Prejudice; Pirates of
the Caribbean; Gosford Park; Breathe; Tulip Fever and soon to be released Jungle Book: Origins.
Following his work on Bohemian Rhapsody, he filmed A Private War, a biopic about the war
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correspondent Marie Colvin. His theater credits include “A Flea in Her Ear,” “The Government
Inspector,” “As You Like It” and “Mojo.” He was nominated for an Olivier Award for Best Actor
for his role as “Henry Carr” in “Travesties,” which then transferred to Broadway in Spring 2018
and he was nominated for a Tony® Award. Tom makes regular appearances on American Dad
and Family Guy.
ALLEN LEECH (Paul Prenter) is an award-winning Irish actor, perhaps best internationally known
for his auspicious role of “Tom Branson” in ITV’s Downton Abbey, who is swiftly building a prolific
career in Hollywood.
Prior to Bohemian Rhapsody, Leech appeared in the big screen action thriller The Hunter’s Prayer.
In 2014, Leech played British intelligence officer and Soviet double agent “John Cairncross” in
The Imitation Game. The film, starring Benedict Cumberbatch and Keira Knightley, was
nominated for eight Academy Awards® and five Golden Globe® awards and garnered myriad
honors including the People’s Choice Award at the Toronto Film Festival and the Ensemble Cast
Award at the Palm Springs International Film Festival. Leech’s other film work includes the 2013
indie feature Grand Piano with Elijah Wood and John Cusack and the 2003 comedy Cowboys &
Angels, making his breakthrough performance as a gay fashion student.
Leech will reprise his role as chauffeur-turned-estate manager “Tom Branson” in the yet-untitled
Downton Abbey film project which begins production this year. Leech also plays chief inspector
“Dougie” on the upcoming BBC sex-trafficking drama Doing Money. Also in the realm of
television, Leech recently starred in the CBC drama miniseries Bellevue, opposite Anna Paquin,
and logged an episode of the cult favorite sci-fi series Black Mirror. Honored with multiple Irish
Film and Television Awards nominations, his other TV work includes The Tudors for the BBC and
Showtime and the HBO historical drama series Rome.
On stage, Leech recently starred in Nick Payne’s award-winning play “Constellations” at the
Geffen Playhouse in L.A., following other theatrical work including Mike Leigh’s hugely successful
“Ecstasy” at The Hampstead Theatre and in the West End at the Duchess Theatre.
A native of south Dublin, Allen Leech first caught the acting bug at age11, playing the “Cowardly
Lion” in a school production of “The Wizard of Oz.” He went on to receive his bachelor’s and
master’s degrees in drama and theater studies at Trinity College.
AARON MCCUSKER (Jim Hutton) is a hugely versatile, Irish-born actor with a fantastic array of
credits across film, TV and theater. Aaron is best known for his brilliantly memorable role as
“Jamie Maguire” in seven seasons of the UK’s Shameless. He also starred opposite Stanley Tucci,
Christopher Eccleston and Michael Gambon in Sky Atlantic’s Fortitude. He was a series regular on
Astronaut Wives Club for ABC opposite JoAnna Garcia and Odette Annable. Other TV credits
include Silent Witness (BBC), Dexter (Showtime U.S.), Ultimate Force (Bentley Productions) and
Murder (BBC). Mostly recently, Aaron wrapped Sharon Horgan’s new comedy for UK TV and RTE
entitled Women On The Verge where plays the lead role of “Martin.”
On the film side, Aaron recently starred opposite international action star Scott Adkins in the sci-fi
feature Incoming from director Eric Zaragoza. He did Final Score, opposite Dave Bautista and
Pierce Brosnan, coming out later this year. Recently, Aaron wrapped Universal’s sequel to ‘90s
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classic Backdraft, opposite returning cast members Donald Sutherland and Billy Baldwin. Aaron's
other film credits include Socrates (New Black Films) and The Ticking Man (Roaring Fire Films).
Aaron also has a strong passion for the stage. He was nominated for Best Actor in “The
Importance of Being Earnest” at Belfast's Lyric Theatre by the Irish Times Theatre Awards for
playing the role of “Algernon.” He also did “King Lear” at the Crucible Theatre. Aaron is currently
in rehearsals for “Good Vibrations,’ playing the leading role of “Teri Hooley,” also for the Lyric
Theatre, directed by Des Kennedy.
With UK, Irish, and U.S. citizenship, Aaron spends time in all three places but now calls England
home.
MIKE MYERS (Ray Foster), one of the most multifaceted performers of his generation, has
brought an astonishing array of memorable characters to life in film and television as an actor,
author, director, producer, writer, and creator. He is behind such iconic characters as “Wayne
Campbell,” “Austin Powers,” “Dr. Evil” and “Shrek.”
Myers stars as TV host “Tommy Maitlan” in the updated 1970s game show where nontraditional
talent performs for a panel of celebrity judges. The second season of ABC’s The Gong Show
premiered on June 21. Will Arnett serves as executive producer.
In October 2016, Myers published his first book, Canada, by Penguin Random House. The
bestselling memoir is a funny, thoughtful and affectionate analysis of his native land and was
ranked on the National Best Sellers list of The Globe and Mail newspaper.
In 2014, Myers made his directorial debut with the multiple award-winning
documentary Supermensch: The Legend of Shep Gordon, which chronicles the life of talent
manager Shep Gordon. The film premiered at the 2013 Toronto International Film Festival and
was released by A&E IndieFilms. In 2015, the documentary also earned an Emmy® nomination for
Outstanding Arts and Cultural Programming.
Born and raised in Toronto, Canada, Myers began his professional career with both Toronto and
Chicago's Second City troupes. Saturday Night Live producer Lorne Michaels' discovery of Myers
at Second City led to his debut as a featured performer and writer on the show in 1989. Myers
successfully brought his popular SNL character “Wayne Campbell” to the big screen in Wayne's
World and Wayne’s World 2, which he also wrote.
Myers also created, wrote, produced and starred in the record-breaking smash hit, Austin Powers:
International Man of Mystery. Myers portrayal of “Austin Powers” spawned two sequels, Austin
Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me and Austin Powers: Goldmember. Myers lent his voice to the
title role of Shrek, the beloved green ogre for the DreamWorks animated franchise, which
include Shrek, Shrek 2, Shrek the Third, and Shrek Forever After. So I Married an Axe Murderer,
Myers’ first film following his tenure at SNL, is a cult classic. Myers was last seen in Vaughn Stein’s
thriller Terminal alongside Margot Robbie.
Myers received a star on the Walk of Fame in Hollywood, California for his impressive body of
work and an ensemble SAG award for his memorable work in Quentin Tarantino’s Inglorious
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Basterds. He was also honored with the Jack Benny Award by the student body of the University
of California, the AFI Star Award at U.S. Comedy Arts Festival, numerous MTV Movie Awards
including the MTV Generation Award, and has a star on Canada's Walk of Fame. His character,
“Shrek,” also has a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame.
ABOUT THE CREW
BRYAN SINGER (Director), since his debut feature film and Sundance Grand Jury Prize winner,
Public Access, has consistently entertained audiences by directing films that can be characterized
by his bold visual style and richly drawn characters. Singer first gained widespread attention in
1995 with the mystery-thriller The Usual Suspects, starring Chazz Palminteri, Benicio Del Toro,
Stephen Baldwin, Gabriel Byrne, Kevin Pollack and Kevin Spacey. The film won two Academy
Awards®, Spacey for Best Supporting Actor and writer Christopher McQuarrie for Best Original
Screenplay.
Singer’s next feature was the critically acclaimed Apt Pupil, which was adapted from a Stephen
King novella and starred Academy Award® nominee Ian McKellen.
Singer followed with two wildly successful films, the summer 2000 blockbuster X-Men and the
even more successful 2003 sequel X2: X-Men United. He helmed the adaptations with a keen
awareness of the 40-year-old comic franchise's legion of admirers. Comic fans and new audiences
overwhelmingly embraced Singer’s vision, which seamlessly fused the science fiction and action/
adventure genres with an all-star cast led by Hugh Jackman, Patrick Stewart, Ian McKellen and
Halle Berry.
Following the massive success of the first two X-Men films, Singer was tapped by Warner Bros. to
helm Superman Returns. The first blockbuster shot with the Panavision Genesis digital camera,
Singer's vision excited fans and critics alike while drawing audiences worldwide to traditional and
IMAX 3-D formats. It was also the first live-action film to utilize the post-conversion 3D process
with great success. Singer also went on to direct two additional X-Men films, fan favorite X-Men:
Days of Future Past and X-Men: Apocalypse. Singer has directed more films from comic book
adaptions than any other director.
After Superman Returns, Singer helmed the World War II thriller Valkyrie, which starred Tom
Cruise, Kenneth Branagh, Tom Wilkinson, Eddie Izzard and Bill Nighy. It was both well-received
critically and grossed nearly $200 million worldwide, giving the rebooted United Artists its first
bona fide commercial hit. Among his recent releases was the epic 3D live action film Jack the
Giant Slayer, which he directed for New Line Cinema, Legendary Pictures and Warner Bros.
Singer, who comes from a family of musicians, developed a fascination with Queen and their
iconic front man, Freddie Mercury, at a young age and has been looking for an avenue to direct
this story for nearly a decade and a half. This is a true labor of love. Singer explains, “For me,
their music and performance style transcended rock ‘n’ roll. It was symphonic, operatic and
stunningly visual. I have always seen Freddie Mercury as a real-life superhero, balancing between
his complex personal life and his superstar persona.”
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Singer has directed and produced a myriad of other projects through his Bad Hat Harry
Productions banner, a motion picture, television and video game production company he formed
in 1994. A few of his producing endeavors include the feature length documentary Look, Up in
the Sky: The Amazing Story of Superman, the Sci-Fi Channel miniseries The Triangle, the genre
film festival favorite Trick ‘r Treat, and the recently released sci-fi web series H+ for Warner
Brothers.
For television, Singer directed the pilot and served as an executive producer on the Emmy® and
Golden Globe® award-winning Fox television series House, starring Hugh Laurie, which was
consistently among the top ten shows on television. Singer also directed the pilot and was
executive producer of the Fox hit The Gifted, as well as executive producer of the FX series
Legion. He also served as executive producer on the ABC Emmy® and Golden Globe® awardnominated television series Dirty Sexy Money, starring Donald Sutherland.
Singer’s film projects have grossed more than $3 billion worldwide and he has executive produced
or directed over 300 hours of television.
ANTHONY McCARTEN (Screenplay, Story) is a three-time Academy Award®-nominated and
double BAFTA®-winning screenwriter and film producer of the films The Theory of Everything (for
which Eddie Redmayne won a Best Actor Oscar®) and Darkest Hour (for which Gary Oldman won
the same award), as well as a #1 Sunday Times bestselling author. His novels and nonfiction have
been translated into 14 languages. He received early international success with his play “Ladies
Night.” Translated into 12 languages, it continues to play worldwide. In 2001, it won France's
premiere theater award for comedy, the Molière Prize. Born in New Zealand, he divides his time
between London and Los Angeles. In 2015 he was inducted as a Literary Fellow of the New
Zealand Society of Authors.
PETER MORGAN (Story), CBE, is one Britain's most celebrated and influential screenwriters. He is
the creator behind the highly acclaimed and Golden Globe®-winning Netflix series The Crown,
chronicling the inside story of Buckingham Palace and 10 Downing Street. The first two series
starred Golden Globe® and SAG winner Claire Foy as Queen Elizabeth II, who’s ascension to the
British throne shook the British Monarchy after the death of her father. Winning awards on both
sides of the Atlantic, the series has been praised as raising the bar in cinematic television. Morgan
has been recognized multiple times by the American and British television academies for his
writing, receiving multiple BAFTA® and Emmy® nominations for the series.
The Crown was inspired by Morgan's Tony® award-winning play The Audience, about the
relationship between Queen Elizabeth II and her Prime Ministers, as well as the Oscar®-winning
film The Queen, both starring Helen Mirren. The Queen garnered Morgan an Oscar® and
BAFTA® nomination for Best Screenplay.
Morgan’s illustrious career also includes the award-winning and Tony®-nominated play Frost/
Nixon, which received critical acclaim on both sides of the Atlantic before being adapted in to a
multi Academy Award®-nominated film of the same name. The film garnered five Oscar® award
nominations, including Best Screenplay. Morgan's many other film credits include the awardwinning The Last King of Scotland, The Damned United and Rush, directed by Ron Howard. His
extensive television credits include The Lost Honour of Christopher Jeffries, the critically
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acclaimed The Deal – the first part of Morgan’s Tony Blair Trilogy (BAFTA® Award for Best Drama)
- The Special Relationship and Longford.
In 2017, Morgan was awarded the BFI Fellowship, the institute’s highest honor and the RTS
recognized The Crown with a special award in 2018 for its Contribution to British Television.
GRAHAM KING (Producer), Oscar®-winning producer, has worked behind the scenes with the
industry’s foremost creative talents in both major motion pictures and independent features. Over
the last 30 years, King has produced or executive produced more than 45 films, grossing over
$1.2 billion at the domestic box office and over $2.8 billion worldwide. Also heralded by critics
and film groups, his films have been nominated for 61 Academy Awards®, 38 Golden Globe®
Awards, and 52 British Academy Film (BAFTA®) Awards. His GK Films banner has a three-year,
first look, nonexclusive deal with Paramount Pictures, under which King will develop and produce
films through his shingle.
Most recently, King served as producer on the epic feature Tomb Raider, which tells the origin
story of Lara Croft’s first adventure with Alicia Vikander in the leading role. Previously King was an
executive producer on the Paramount Pictures action-thriller World War Z, starring Brad Pitt. The
film grossed over $540 million worldwide and was named one of Entertainment Weekly’s Top 10
Films of the Year. King also served as executive producer on the Warner Bros. historical drama
Argo. The film won the Academy Award®, Golden Globe®, Critics’ Choice Movie Award and
BAFTA® for Best Picture. Directed by and starring Ben Affleck, Argo was named as one of the
Top 10 Films of the Year at the AFI Awards and by the National Board of Review, while also
appearing on over 150 additional critics’ lists of the top 10 films of 2012.
In 2011, King produced several diverse films. He received Best Picture Academy Award® and
Golden Globe® nominations as a producer on Martin Scorsese’s acclaimed fantasy-adventure
Hugo. The film received 11 total Academy Award® nominations, the most of any film that year,
and also appeared on over 200 critics’ lists of the Top 10 films of 2011. King also produced Gore
Verbinski’s animated comedy Rango, featuring the voice of Johnny Depp in the title role, which
won an Academy Award® for Best Animated Feature. That same year, he produced Angelina
Jolie’s feature directorial debut In The Land Of Blood And Honey, which received a Golden
Globe® nomination for Best Foreign Language Film. This marked the first time a producer had
been nominated for Best Picture Golden Globes® in the three different categories--drama,
animated film and foreign language film—all in the same year. King was also a producer on Tim
Burton’s gothic supernatural thriller Dark Shadows, starring Johnny Depp, Michelle Pfeiffer, Eva
Green and Helena Bonham Carter.
King previously won a Best Picture Oscar® as a producer on Martin Scorsese’s 2006 crime drama
The Departed, starring Leonardo DiCaprio, Matt Damon, Jack Nicholson and Mark Wahlberg. The
film won a total of four Academy Awards®, including Best Director, Best Adapted Screenplay and
Best Editing.
King received his first Best Picture Academy Award® nomination and won a Best Film BAFTA®
Award for his producing work on Scorsese’s widely-praised Howard Hughes biopic The Aviator,
starring Leonardo DiCaprio. Additionally, he was honored by the Producers Guild of America
(PGA) with the Golden Laurel Award as Producer of the Year.
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King’s additional producing credits include the Oscar®-nominated romantic wartime thriller
Allied, starring Brad Pitt, Marion Cotillard and directed by Robert Zemeckis; the big screen
adaptation of the hit Broadway musical Jersey Boys, directed by multi-Oscar®-winner Clint
Eastwood; the romantic thriller The Tourist, pairing Johnny Depp and Angelina Jolie; Ben Affleck’s
crime drama The Town, starring Affleck and Jeremy Renner; Martin Campbell’s thriller Edge Of
Darkness, starring Mel Gibson; the historical drama The Young Victoria, starring Emily Blunt; and
the drama Blood Diamond, starring Leonardo DiCaprio. In addition, he served as a co-executive
producer on Scorsese’s Oscar®-nominated epic drama Gangs of New York, starring DiCaprio,
Daniel Day-Lewis and Cameron Diaz.
King was previously the President and CEO of Initial Entertainment Group, which he founded in
1995. During King’s tenure at IEG, he served as an executive producer on such films as Steven
Soderbergh’s Oscar®-winning ensemble drama Traffic; Michael Mann’s biographical drama Ali,
starring Will Smith in the title role, and The Dangerous Lives Of Altar Boys, produced by and
starring Jodie Foster. King also went on to executive produce the television miniseries Traffic, for
which he received an Emmy Award® nomination for Outstanding Miniseries.
A native of the United Kingdom, King moved to the United States in 1982 and was awarded an
Order of the British Empire (OBE) in 2009.
JIM BEACH (Producer) was educated at Cheltenham College and graduated in law from
Cambridge where he was on the committee University Footlights Club
As the senior music partner at law firm Harbottle & Lewis, he built one of the leading music
practices in London in the 1970s. In 1978 he gave up his partnership to concentrate on artist
management and music, film and television production.
He has become one of the world’s most respected managers (continuing to manage acts such as
Queen, Monty Python and Electric Pyramid) and has produced numerous feature films and music
shows for television.
His TV experience is global, having produced shows with NHK Japan, Universal TV USA, Globo
TV Brazil, TVE Spain, RAI Italy, DoRo Productions Austria, Mafilm Hungary, Swiss TV, Carlton
Television and the BBC, amongst others. He has executive produced or produced numerous
specials including: La Nit, a musical extravaganza filmed in conjunction with the Barcelona
Olympic Committee in Barcelona; the Montreux Jazz Festival, 19 consecutive days filmed in 1991
and 1992, for which he was nominated for a Grammy for his tribute to Miles Davis; Queen – Live
in Budapest, the first ever live stadium concert in the Eastern Block as a co-production with
Mafilm; The Freddie Mercury Tribute Concert, live to 76 countries around the world from
Wembley Stadium in April 1992; Days of our Lives, a 90-minute documentary on Queen for the
BBC in 2011; and The Great Pretender, a 90-minute documentary on Freddie Mercury also for the
BBC, for which he received an Emmy®.
He worked with 46664 Concerts, a South African company wholly owned by the Nelson Mandela
Foundation, which was set up in 2003 to launch Nelson Mandela’s global AIDS awareness
campaign 46664. He co-produced with Jean-François Cecillon the first 46664 concert at the
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Green Point Stadium in Cape Town in November 2003 and subsequently produced the second
46664 concert in South Africa at Fancourt in George. Both concerts were filmed for worldwide
television. Subsequent to the Fancourt concert, Jim produced 46664 Tromsø in Norway with
Nelson Mandela in June 2005; the World AIDS Day 46664 concert at the Ellis Park Stadium in
Johannesburg on December 1, 2007; the celebratory 90th birthday concert with Nelson Mandela
in Hyde Park on June 27, 2008; and Nelson Mandela’s 91st birthday concert at Radio City Music
Hall in New York on July 18, 2009. In producing these concerts, Jim worked with artists from all
over the world including Beyoncé, Stevie Wonder, Aretha Franklin, Will.i.am and U2.
Jim has been the executive producer for several feature films. These include Cross Country for
MGM UA, The Hotel New Hampshire for Orion Pictures, The Krays for Parkfield Entertainment,
The Reflecting Skin for British Screen and the BBC, Michael Winner’s Dirty Weekend, Death
Machine for JVC and Entertainment UK, The Passion of Darkly Noon for Entertainment UK and
the Newmarket Group, Chris Rea’s La Passione for Time Warner, Love Honour and Obey for the
BBC, and Final Cut starring Jude Law, Sadie Frost and Ray Winstone. The Krays won the coveted
Evening Standard Award for the Best British Picture of 1990 and The Reflecting Skin won awards
at numerous European film festivals, including winning the Silver Leopard at the Lugano Film
Festival. Both films were distributed by Miramax in the U.S. and were included in the top 10 films
of the year by the Los Angeles Times.
His theater work includes “Monty Python” at Drury Lane and at City Center New York and “Side
by Side with Sondheim,” and he produced the “Monty Python Reunion” Shows at London’s 02
Arena in July 2014. He developed the stage musical “We Will Rock You” with Robert De Niro’s
Tribeca Productions in New York and Phil McIntyre Entertainments in London. In 2015 the Music
Managers Forum awarded him the Peter Grant Award for outstanding management services to
the Music Industry.
He is a Trustee of the EMI Music Sound Foundation and the Mercury Phoenix Trust – Fighting
AIDS Worldwide.
NEWTON THOMAS SIGEL, ASC (Director of Photography) Since the early days of his career with
cult classic The Usual Suspects, Sigel has had a powerful role in modern visual storytelling. His
seminal work, Three Kings, changed the direction of cinematography with his masterful use of
exotic film stocks and lab processes. In 2010, he photographed Nicolas Winding Refn’s Hollywood
debut, Drive, which won the Best Director Award at Cannes and is universally praised for its
dazzling look.
After working with director Bryan Singer on The Usual Suspects, the two went on to collaborate
on nine more films, including the X-Men movies, Superman Returns and Valkyrie.
Sigel’s other credits include: Confessions of a Dangerous Mind and Leatherheads with longtime
collaborator George Clooney; Terry Gilliam’s The Brothers Grimm; Alan Ball’s directorial debut,
Towelhead; Bob Rafelson’s dark noir tale Blood & Wine, starring Jack Nicholson; and Gregory
Hoblit’s Fallen, starring Denzel Washington.
He also collaborated with: Master Yuen Wo-Ping, the Grandmaster of Martial-Arts Cinema, on
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon; Robert Redford on The Conspirator; Halle Berry on Frankie and
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Alice; and Reginald Hudlin on Marshall, starring Chadwick Boseman as the United States’ first
black Supreme Court Justice.
In addition to his cinematography credits, Sigel directed HBO’s Point of Origin, as well as The Big
Empty, starring Selma Blair, which he co-directed with his wife J. Lisa Chang.
Sigel’s artistic career began as a painter and experimental filmmaker while studying at the Whitney
Museum of American Art in New York City, eventually transitioning to documentaries while
covering the Central American wars of the 1980s. These films included the Academy Award®winning Witness to War: Dr. Charlie Clements and the theatrical success When the Mountains
Tremble. Catching the eye of legendary filmmaker Haskell Wexler, Sigel got his first narrative
opportunity on Latino, a film that chronicled the front lines of the war in Nicaragua from both
sides of the conflict. It was based on Sigel’s documentary that broke the news story of the U.S.funded contras. It wasn’t long after that Sigel became a renowned cinematographer in his own
right, and the rest, is history.
A member of the American Society of Cinematographers, the Directors Guild of America and the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, Sigel is based in Los Angeles and is represented
for commercials by DDA and for feature projects by UTA.
AARON HAYE (Production Designer) is a California-based designer with experience across a
broad swath of the film industry.
Firmly rooted in the art of hands-on filmmaking, Aaron began his career in visual effects in the
legendary model shop of Industrial Light & Magic, where he spent eight years soaking up the
collective knowledge of some of the most talented and creative folks on Earth. The culture here
was infused with a collaborative and competitive spirit wherein everyone was encouraged to find
novel and innovative solutions to complex problems with little time and limited resources.
Intimate involvement from concept and iteration to fabrication and photography formed the
backdrop to his experience over these years.
Early VFX credits include Star Wars Episodes I & II, The Matrix Reloaded & Revolutions, A.I.
Artificial Intelligence and Starship Troopers.
In 2002 Aaron moved to Los Angeles and migrated into the developing niche of 3D design for
film. He pitched the idea of integrated 3D design to anyone who might listen and soon found
himself moving from visual effects into the art department. His unique background and cross
section of experience led to involvement with some of the biggest films of the last two decades
and the opportunity to work with visionary directors like David Fincher, Zach Snyder, JJ Abrams,
Bryan Singer and Denis Villeneuve.
Art direction credits include The Curious Case of Benjamin Button, Star Trek, The Social Network,
Battleship, Man of Steel, Dawn of the Planet of the Apes and Terminator Genisys.
As a production designer, Aaron had a hand in developing the initial look of Blade Runner 2049,
created the pilot episode of The Gifted, went on to design an unproduced version of 20,000
Leagues Under the Sea for Fox, before reveling in the details of Bohemian Rhapsody.
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JULIAN DAY (Costume Designer) His varied film credits include Susanna White’s Our Kind of
Traitor, Burr Steers’s Pride and Prejudice and Zombies, Peter Strickland’s Berberian Sound Studio,
Lasse Hallström’s Salmon Fishing in the Yemen, Rowan Joffe’s Brighton Rock, Sam Taylor-Wood’s
Nowhere Boy and Anton Corbijn’s Control.
Julian has collaborated extensively with director Ron Howard, designing costumes for Inferno, In
the Heart of the Sea and Rush, for which he received a Satellite Award Nomination for Best
Costume Design in 2013, and on the Emmy®-nominated series Genius for Fox Network. Julian
has also worked several times with director Tom Harper on The Scouting Book for Boys, Demons
for ITV and the BBC drama Dis/Connected.
Other television credits include the BBC thriller Page Eight, directed by David Hare, Peter
Kosminsky’s Britz, and Sarah Gavron’s This Little Life.
More recently, Julian designed the costumes for Robin Hood, directed by Otto Bathurst and
starring Taron Egerton, and Vaughn Stein’s Terminal, starring Margot Robbie and Simon Pegg. He
is currently working on Dexter Fletcher’s Rocketman.
JOHN OTTMAN, A.C.E. (Editor and Music) is one of the most unique creatives in the film
industry, holding dual distinctions as both a leading film composer and a BAFTA®-winning film
editor. Ottman has often completed both monumental tasks on the same films. Such remarkable
double duties have included The Usual Suspects, X-Men 2, Superman Returns, Valkyrie, Jack the
Giant Slayer, Days of Future Past and X-Men Apocalypse. He has also held producer roles on
several of these films, as well as directing, editing and scoring Urban Legends 2.
From an early age in San Jose, California, Ottman began writing and recording radio plays on
cassette tapes. He’d perform many characters with his voice (and some sound effects), and called
upon his neighborhood friends as extra cast members.
By the fourth grade, Ottman was playing the clarinet. But his real concentration turned from audio
productions to making films. He turned his parents' garage into a movie studio, where multiple
sets were interchangeable to accommodate productions--invariably some sort of science fiction
film. By high school, his films evolved to hour-long productions complete with large sets and
lavish scores edited together from his favorite soundtracks.
Having been a veteran of numerous short films, Ottman excelled at USC film school, receiving
accolades for his direction of actors and for how masterfully he edited their performances. It was
in this directing course that a graduate filmmaker asked Ottman to re-edit his thesis film. John
modified the story from raw footage and also designed the film's extensive sound. The film
ended up winning the Student Academy Award®.
After USC, Ottman taught himself how to use midi gear and honed in on his composing skills
while making films. He co-directed and edited a short film called Lion’s Den, starring Ethan
Hawke.
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In 1993, Public Access was John’s first feature film. His effective sequences and editorial montages
became the highlight of the picture. In the 11th hour, the film lost its composer. Ottman wrote the
score (after much prodding from the editor). Public Access received the Grand Jury Prize at the
Sundance Film Festival, with the score and editing being lauded in reviews.
The wary producers of The Usual Suspects gave the go-ahead for him to both edit the
complicated picture and write the orchestral score, the demands of which no one had undergone
before. The film was edited in Ottman’s living room on a Steinbeck flatbed and a splicer. The
Usual Suspects and Ottman’s work received widespread acclaim, earning Ottman the British
Academy BAFTA®-award for his editing, a Saturn Award for his score, and a nomination by the
American Cinema Editors.
Since then, Ottman has scored numerous films for directors such as Shane Black, Roland Joffe,
John Badham and Jaume Collet-Serra, with the intent of keeping thematic film scoring alive.
Ottman also received an Emmy® nomination for his score to the pilot of a remake of Fantasy
Island.
Asked what he considers himself to be, Ottman has said, “I don’t know, it’s hard to label myself,
but everything I do is through a storyteller’s prism.”
# # #
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